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Mr. Mustafa 

 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 

sprinting るハゲシ ヴダホほよ ヵゲイャや lead to - led ヴャや ヵキぽΑ separate  モダヘレョ- モボわジョ  

extremely  ヶャや/やギィギェ ヶダホや  theme れゅヨジャやヱ れゅΒヘヤガャや employ ブドヲΑ 

resistance るョヱゅボヨャや provide ギヨΑ-ゆ キヱゴΑ-ヶトバΑ  wage ゲィぺ- スゅバョ  

flexible ラゲョ cavern ゲΒらミ ブヰミ instead of リョ Ιギよ 

regimen ュゅヌル - ゆヲヤシや  voluntary ヶハヲトゎ trap りギΒダョ   オプ-  

session るジヤィ native ヶヤタぺ- ギヤらャや リよや  drop out ヶヤハや リョ テボシ 

cool down ぺギヰΑ recently   -  ⇔ゅんΑギェ    ⇔やゲカぽョ  jobless るヘΒドヱ ラヱギよ 

promise ギハヲΑ achieve ペボエΑ - ゴイレΑ  inhale ペゼレわジΑ 

arrow ユヰシ improve リジエΑ-  ケヲトΑ  stingy モΒガよ 

strict ュコゅェ-  ュケゅタ- ペΒホキ  require ヴャま ァゅわエΑ - ょヤトわΑ  furious ょッゅビ やギィ 

risk りケヲトカ master リボわΑ-ヶプ ネゲらΑ  hearty meal ヶヰセ- るΒエタ りゲΒらミ るらィヱ  

obesity るレヨジャや frequently  ⇔やゲΒんミ-   ⇔やケやゲムゎ  justice メギバャや 

amount るΒヨミ infections ンヱギハ-るΑケゅシ チやゲョや  crowd  るョゅバャや-  サゅレャや リョ ギゼェ
   

gain ヶヤハ モダエΑ sight ゲダらャや るシゅェ unfair ユヤド 

lack  ヮダボレΑ- ヶャや ゲボわヘΑ  determination ユΒヨダゎ -ケやゲタや  dispose of リョ ゾヤガわΑ 

adequate  ヶプゅミ– チゲピャゅよ ヶプヱ  overcome ュゴヰΑ-  ヴヤハ ょヤピわΑ  float ヲヘトΑ 

  barrier ペもゅハ-  ゴィゅェ  package  ュゅバトャや るらヤハ- ゆやゲゼャや  

  inspire ユヰヤΑ gravity るΒッケΙや るΒよクゅイャや 

  incredibly モワグョ モムゼよ- ベギダΑ Ι  casual  るΑキゅハ ザよΚョ- ゲΒビ
るΒヨシケ 

  capable  ヶヤハ ケキゅホ-ヶプ ネケゅよ  specialized  ゴΒヨョ- ソゅカ  
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Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 
sprinting n  ヴタホほよ ヵケィャや

るハケシ 

lead  led v ヴャや ヵキぼΑ separate adj メタヘルョ-メボゎショ  

extremely adv  ヶタホや ヶャや/やキィ
キェ 

theme n れゅョシャやヱ れゅΑヘヤカャや employ v フドヱΑ 

resistance n るョヱゅボョャや provide v キョΑ-ゆ キヱコΑ-ヶヅバΑ  wage n ケィぺ-スゅバョ  

flexible adj ラケョ cavern n ケΑよミ フヰミ instead of adv ラョ Ιキよ 

regimen n ュゅヌル - ゆヲヤシや  voluntary adj ヶハヱヅゎ trap n りキΑタョ – オプ-  

session n るシヤィ native adj ヶヤタぺ- キヤよャや ラよや  drop out phv ヶヤハや ラョ ヅボシ 

cool down phv ぺキヰΑ recently adv  ⇔ ゅをΑキェ  ⇔やケカぼョ - jobless adj るヘΑドヱ ラヱキよ 

promise v キハヱΑ achieve v ペボェΑ - コィルΑ -  inhale v ペセルゎシΑ 

arrow n ュヰシ improve v ラシェΑ-ケヱヅΑ  stingy adj メΑカよ 

strict adj ュコゅェ-  ュケゅタ- ペΑホキ  require v ヴャま ァゅゎェΑ - ゆヤヅゎΑ  furious adj ゆッゅビ やキィ 

risk n りケヱヅカ master v ラボゎΑ-ヶプ ネケよΑ  hearty adj ヶヰセ- りケΑよミ るよィヱ
るΑェタ 

obesity n るルョシャや frequently adv  ⇔やケΑをミ-   ⇔やケやケミゎ  justice n メキバャや 

amount n るΑョミ infection n ンヱキハ-るΑケゅシ チやケョや  crowd n るョゅバャや-   ラョ キセェ
サゅルャや 

gain v ヶヤハ メタェΑ sight n ケタよャや るシゅェ unfair adj ュャゅド 

lack v  ヮタボルΑ- ヶャや ケボゎヘΑ  determination n ュΑョタゎ -ケやケタや  dispose of phv ラョ ソヤカゎΑ 

adequate adj  ヶプゅミ–  ヶプヱ
チケピャゅよ 

overcome v ュコヰΑ-  ヴヤハ ゆヤピゎΑ  float v ヱヘヅΑ 

   barrier n ペもゅハ-  コィゅェ  package n ュゅバヅャや るよヤハ-ゆやケセャや  

   inspire v ュヰヤΑ gravity n るΑッケΙや るΑよクゅィャや 

   incredibly adv  メミセよベキタΑ Ι-メワクョ  casual adj るΑキゅハ サよΚョ- ケΑビ
るΑョシケ 

   capable adj ヴヤハ ケキゅホ-  ネケゅよ - メ  メワぼョ
⇒ャ 

specialized adj コΑョョ-ソゅカ  



Unit 1 

1- Fizzy drinks and fast food high in sugar and fats can cause …………………… 
 a) wage  b) obesity c) gravity   d) justice 

2-  ………………. training ,such as press ups and weight lifting, is good for building up muscles.  
 a) Barrier b) Amount   c) Resistance d) Package   

3- You should have an exercise ………………. that contains all three types of exercise. 
 a) regimen b) arrow c) theme d) cavern   

4- Doing a sport almost daily makes you more ………………….. and fit.  
 a) jobless  b) stingy    c) furious     d) flexible 

5- The runners  do ………………. down the track towards the finish line. 
 a) sprinting b) Sight  c) cavern    d) infection 

6- Stretching exercises ,like Yoga, are good for you to …………………… 
 a) overcome b) lack  c) cool down d) promise  

7- The weather in Canada in winter is …………………… cold.  
 a) recently    b) securely       c) instead of d) extremely 

8- A good exercise ……………….. has a warm –up of about 5-10 minutes like walking. 
 a) crowd     b) session c) resistance    d) cavern     

9- My dad …………….. to take me to London on the next holiday. 
 a) promised b) overcome c) float     d) inhale    

10 Millions of people in poor African countries ………… clean water and food. 
 a) employ     b) promise   c) lack d) overcome 

11- The students told the teacher that they didn’t have ……………….. time to finish the test 
 a) specialized    b) adequate c) stingy     d) native 

12- Smoking increases the ……………… of heart diseases and lung cancer.  
 a) risk b) theme c) cavern d)  gravity 

13- The Arabs in the past  fought  their enemies with bow and ………………….  
 a) obesity    b) session     c) arrow d) wage     

14- A lot of countries have …………….. laws against drugs.  
 a) stingy     b) jobless     c) furious     d) strict 

15- Some people …………… weight when they eat too many sweets ,fast food  and fizzy drinks.  
 a) gain b) inhale    c) float     d) employ     

16- Kuwait has got huge ……………….. of oil under the ground and the sea.  
 a) arrows     b) amounts c) themes   d) sessions     

17- ……………… is running very fast over a short distance.  
 a) Determination   b) Obesity    c) Sprinting d) Barrier     

18- ……………. is caused by  lack of physical activity or eating unhealthy food. 
 a) Package     b) Crowd    c) Obesity d) Justice    

19- Getting an…………….. amount of sleep each night will improve your health.  
 a) adequate b) stingy     c) furious    d) native 

20- Fahad will take a long time to …………… … after the argument. 
 a) drop out b) cool down c)  dispose of  d) plunge in 

 



Unit 1 

Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 
 

(  flexible  - lack    - resistance - extremely - cool down-   regimen  ) 
 

1-There are three main types of exercise-aerobic, stretching and …………..….…………… 
2-The doctor advised me  to lose weight , I should follow a strict exercise …………………. 
3-Vegetarian people ………………………..….. calcium, proteins and vitamin D as well. 
4- Employees , specially mothers, said they would prefer more ………..…… working hours. 
5- She's very angry. Give her some time to …………………...  
Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 

 
 (     sessions -  promised – risk -  obesity-- adequate -  extremely) 

6-The maths test was ….…………….…… difficult that no one answered it. 
7-The sports club provides  training ……..…………………. 3 times a week. 
8-Driving your car very fast is a big ………..…… as you will definitely have an accident. 
9-Remas  …………. her friend Noura to go shopping together at the weekend. 
10-A vegetarian diet doesn't have the ……………. amounts of iron, zinc and proteins. 
 
Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 

 
 (    strict -  amount - sprinting-   gain -   obesity  -   arrow) 

11-You need a bow and a/an…………….…………..…. to practise target shooting. 
12--Vegetarian people follow a ………………diet that include fruits, vegetables and grains. 
13--People ……………………..… more energy from carbohydrates, proteins and vitamins. 
14--Too many people suffer from …………… because of eating too much fast food. 
15- I do …………………..………. three times a week to keep fit and healthy. 
 
Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 

 

 ( adequate  - risk  -  sprinting -amounts -    strict   - flexible  ) 
 
16-Building new schools and hospitals requires a big ………….………… of money. 
17-She's been doing exercises to become stronger and more ………………………... 
18-We’re ………………………………....… to that sign, then back to this spot here. 
19-I can't take the ….…………….. of climbing very high mountains in the Himalayas . 
20-My dad is very ….……………… about staying up late playing games for long hours. 
21-Most people feel they didn't have an …………. salary compared to their effort at work. 
 

 

Mr. Mustafa 

 



Unit 2 

1- To improve your English, you should listen to ………….….. speakers of English.  
 a) hearty b) furious c) native d) flexible  

2- Most Arabs  use  Twitter  and Facebook ………………….. to socialize with others.  

a)  instead                       b)   frequently c)   ahead                                d) gradually     

3- Success ……………………. hard work, much effort and patience.  
 a) requires b)   float c)    inhale d)  employ  

4- Kuwait has………………… built many new schools and hospitals .  
 a) exceptionally b) recently c) alongside d) instead 

5- In order to …………….. a new sport ,you have to practise it regularly.  
 a) lack b) promise c) master d) provide 

6- We should wash our hands many times daily so as not to catch ………………… 

 a) sprinting b) justice c) determination d) infections 

7- There are many different ………………….on mobile phones ; you can choose one for free. 

 a) themes b) wager c) caverns d) crowds 

8- Eating healthy food, doing a sport and sleeping enough time will ………………your health. 
 a) float b) inhale  c) improve d) employ 

9- The Ancient Egyptians have …………………. built the Great Pyramid which is a big mystery. 

 a) recently b) incredibly c) extremely d) instead 

10 A healthy balanced diet ……………..us with calcium, proteins and carbohydrates we need.  
 a) provide b) inspire c) require d) master 

11- He lost his leg when he was ten, but learnt to …………………. his handicap.  

 a) lack b) achieve c) overcome d) promise 

12- Our football team is ………………. of winning the world cup.  

 a) capable b) flexible c) voluntary d) casual 

13- Smoking can ……………. to dangerous illnesses like lung cancer and heart diseases.  
 a) gain b) lead c) provide d) achieve 

14- Blind people are those who lost their …………… and they can't see anything.  
 a) wage b) trap c) sight d) gravity 

15-  The desire to fly like birds …………….scientists to invent the airplane . 
 a) gained b) lacked c) floated d) inspired 

16- Helping old people, the homeless and the environment are kinds of ………………. work.  
 a) voluntary b) furious c) capable d) separate 

17-  To achieve your dreams ,you need good  planning, hard work and ……………………. 
 a) arrow b) obesity c) determination d) barrier 

18- The explorers usually find bears and bats living in big dark …………….….….. . 
 a) caverns b) theme c) infection d) regimen 

19- Everyone should do his/her best to …………………….………his/her goals and dreams in life.  

 a) float b) promise c) achieve d) dispose 

20- The mountain range forms a natural ………………. between the two countries.  

 a) sight b) barrier c) sprinting d) gravity 
Mr. Mustafa 

 



 
Unit 2 

Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 

 

(   incredibly –  inspired   -theme-  overcome   –  barrier  –    capable  ) 
1-Daily exercise and a healthy diet are effective to ………………….  obesity. 
2-Disabilities  shouldn’t stand as a ……………… between you and the world. 
3-The skyscrapers in Dubai and New York are ……..…….……….. beautiful. 
4-My sister is ……………….…… of speaking both English and French well. 
5-Seeing my best friend lose over 10 kilograms has really …………. me to exercise regularly. 

 

(  lead  -    native   - caverns  -  recently   - voluntary  -   theme   ) 

 

6-In order to create your own blog, you should choose your favourite …………….. 
7-Eating unhealthy food can ……………. to serious heart diseases . 
8-Arabic is the …………..language for the kuwaiti people . 

9-My elder brother has…………….. moved to London to complete his PhD . 
10-My elder brother usually participates in …………………. work. 

 

(  caverns  -   requires  -   achieve – frequently   –  provide    -  improve  ) 
 
11-No one can ………………..….success without effort and hard work. 
12-Try to speak English as often as possible if you want to ………….. your English.  
13--Kuwait always ………………….. poor countries with money and support. 
14-It is very dangerous for people to live in dark ……..…..……. in the mountains. 
15-Living in Europe or the United States of America …….…………. a lot of money. 

 
 (    master –  frequently -  flexible-  infections -    sight   -  determination  ) 

16-Lazy boys ………….. neglect their homework . 
17-Antibiotics are a cure for viruses  and ……………... 
18-He lost his …………. in the accident  he had last year that's why he can't see. 
19-The first element of success is the ………….……to succeed.  
20-It's easy to ………….. English if you live in the UK or the USA for years. 

 
 (  provide  -    capable   - extremely  -   barriers  -   infections -    overcome - lead) 

21-Careless driving will ….………….…. to road accidents and deaths. 
22-My parents …………….…………..me with love, care and money.  
23-You are good, but you're .………………….……. of doing better 
24-To succeed , you have to ……….………..the  challenges and the difficulties  you face. 
25-Cultural …………………….. have made it hard for women to enter many professions. 
26-The symptoms of flu …..……………..can be  a high fever, runny nose and  coughing. 
Mr. Mustafa 
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Unit    3 
1- We have to …………………. this pile of old newspaper and magazines.  
 a) dispose of b) cool down c) drop out d) plunge in 

2- No one likes ………………… people because they don't help the poor.  
 a) hearty b) casual c) stingy d) separate 

3- The …………………… cheered  when their football star scored a goal.  
 a) sprinting b) regimen c) barrier d) crowd 

4- In most countries, teachers do not receive high ……………….  
 a) traps b) wages c) arrows d) caverns 

5- Astronauts have to warm their meals before they open the ……………….  
 a) sight b) infection c) justice d) package 

6- The boy climbed the tree ,then he ……………….. and broke his leg.  
 a) cooled down b) plunged in c) dropped out d) disposed of 

7- The doctor told me to ……………… and exhale slowly and deeply.  
 a) inhale b) inspire c) require d) float 

8- My dad was ………… when I told him that I failed my tests.  
 a) native b) voluntary c) separate d) furious 

9- Everything floats on the moon because there is zero …………………….. 
 a) gravity b) regimen c) session d) determination 

10 The rich man was used to eat a ………….. meal in the evening.  
 a) voluntary b) hearty c) jobless d) flexible 

11- I feel more comfortable in ………………. clothes.  
 a) furious b) stingy c) casual d) hearty 

12- Firemen wear ……………….clothes to protect them from heat, fire and smoke.  
 a) specialized b) casual c) jobless d) separate 

13- Your homework should be written in a ………………….  notebook.  

 a) separate b) native c) capable d) stingy 

14- Kuwait has recently ……………….. thousands of young people.  
 a) inhaled b) overcame c) employed d) floated 

15- The judges and most people want ………………….. to prevail all over the world.  
 a) risk b) justice c) trap d) package 

16- …………………… wasting your time, you should study hard.  

 a) Instead of b) Securely c) Exceptionally d) Extremely 

17- The police set a ……………….to catch thieves of the bank.  
 a) gravity b) trap c) arrow d) sight 

18- Millions of people are …………….. in each country, they can't earn money for a living.  
 a) flexible b) capable c) adequate d) jobless 

19- The teacher was ……………. to the students, treating some better than others.  
 a) jobless b) casual c) unfair d) adequate 

20- Astronauts ………………… in the spaceship because there is no gravity.  
 a) employ b) float c) lead d) promise 

Mr. Mustafa 



Unit 3 

Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 

 

(  dropped out -  jobless  -  inhale  -   stingy  -   furious) 
1-Sara liked to open the oven and ………….... the sweet smell of freshly baked cookies. 
2-To my astonishment. my pens …………………….. of my bag on my way to school. 
3- Despite all his wealth, he is …………………….….. and doesn't help the poor people. 
4-Hamad  was ……………………………..…. with me when I broke his favourite watch. 
5-My elder brother graduated from university and remained …………… for a long time. 
 

 (  trap-  wages -  separate - employ-  instead of     ) 
 
6-I and my brothers sleep in ………………..bed rooms in the same floor. 
7-The new  company  has decided to  ……………….. 100 young people. 
8-The workers receive their …………………… every Friday after work. 
9-I made up my mind  to keep a cat …………… the naughty dog I have. 
10-They caught the birds with a ……………..by using a plastic basket. 
 

 (  dispose of  -  unfair   -   hearty  -  crowd  -  justice    ) 
 
11-After a ………….……. dinner, Mr. Fawaz  thanked the host for his hospitality. 
12-Criminals in each society always try hard to escape ………….……..…………. 
13-The young boy lost sight of his mother in the ………….……….…….………. 
14-It's …………………….… that you have to pay the most when you earn so little. 
15-After recycling, we must find the safest way in which to …………….. the waste. 

 
 (   float  -   package  -   gravity -    casual   -  specialized    ) 

 

16-Inside the space station, astronauts wear ……………..….clothes with lots of pockets. 
17-Boats are mostly made of wood that's why they ……….…….……………..on water. 
18-…………………..….. is the natural force by which objects are attracted to the Earth. 
19-When astronauts walk outside in space ,they wear …….... spacesuits with finger heaters. 
20-Did you look at the ingredients on this ………..…… of cookies? They're full of additives. 

 
 (   Package  -   inhaling  -   separate   -gravity -  employ -   unfair   ) 

21-……….…..  smoke , dust, exhaust  and   dangerous  gases is bad for our health . 
22-Our modern intermediate school has got  two ……. … …….…… buildings.  
23-The …………………………… of the moon is one-sixth of that of the earth.  
24-My sister was ……………………….……..as a teacher of English last year. 
25-It is ……………………..for some workers to pay taxes and others to skip the payments. 
26-Information about nutritional  value all ingredients are listed right on the …….………… 
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hire V ケィほゎシΑ-ュキカゎシΑ  equato

r 

N ¬やヱゎシΙや ヅカ fictional adj ヶャゅΑカ 

raise V れゅハケよゎ ノョィΑ unique Adj キΑケプ-ヮャ メΑをョ Ι  thrilled adj るェケヘャや ラョ コゎワや-   ラゅェケプ
やキィ-  

communit

y 

N ノョゎィョ glow  V ¬ヶッΑ-ノョヤΑ-ケΑルΑ  schedule N メゅョハや メヱキィ-キΑハやヱョ  

demote V ヮゎよゎケ メコル-ヮゎィケキ  reflect V サミバΑ actually adv Κバプ-ゅボェ- るボΑボェャや ヶプ  

harsh Adj ヶシゅホ-ょヤタ-ょバタ  antiqui

ty 

N るョΑキボャや ケヱタバャやケゅをや conduct V ヵキぼΑ- ケΑキΑ- ヵケィΑ
るヤよゅボョ 

quit V るヘΑドヱ ラョ メゅボゎシや-ポケゎ  bargai

n 

N るボヘタ-るΑケゅィゎ るΑヤョハ  spoil V キシヘΑ-ゆケカΑ-  

wound N ゥケィ atmos

phere 

N ヱィャや-ュゅバャや ケヱバセャや  luxury adj  ュカプフケゎ るΑワゅプケ  

compelle

d 

Adj ケよィョ-ケヅッョ-ロケミョ  sightse

eing 

N るΑェゅΑシ ュャゅバョ りケゅΑコ spectacular adj ノもやケ-メワクョ  

astonishe

d 

Adj スワキルョ-メヱワクョ  destina

tion 

N メヱタヱャや るヰィヱ donate V  ネケよゎ–ゆワヱ-ウルョ  

plunge in PhV サヅピΑ counti

ng 

N キバャや-ゆゅシェ  carpet N りキゅィシ-ヅゅシよ  

beg V ヶャや メシヱゎΑ-ヶィケゎΑ  height N ネゅヘゎケや  ソカセ メヱヅ return adj りキヱハヱ ゆゅワク 

exceptionall

y 

Adv ヶもゅルをゎシや メミセよ skills N れやケゅヰョ oval adj ヵヱゅッΑよ メミセ 

humble Adj ノッやヱゎョ-ヅΑシよ  collecti

on 

N るハヱョィョ countless adj キバΑ Ι-ヶタェΑ Ι  

hardship N ゆハゅタョ-りゅルゅバョ  pleasu

re 

n  るバゎョ-りキゅバシ  royal adj ヶミヤョ 

generation N メΑィ house V  ュッΑ–ヶヤハ ヵヱゎェΑ  pure adj ヶボル-ヶプゅタ-ソャゅカ  

securely Adv ラョぺ メミセよ impres

sive 

Adj ゆゅィハΚャ ケΑをョ marble N ュゅカケ 

througho

ut 

Prep ¬ゅルをや-メΚカ-メやヱヅ  sculpt

ure 

N  ュルタ–メゅをョゎ  import V キケヱゎシΑ 

tug on PhV  りほィプ キセΑ exhibit N チケバョ chandelier N ゅΑケを 

heritage N  ゐやケゎ-ゐやケΑョ  illusion N るハキゅカ りケヱタ-ヵケタよ ネやキカ     
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Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6 

hire ゲィほわジΑ-  ュギガわジΑ  equator ¬やヱゎシΙや ヅカ fictional ヶャゅΑカ 

raise れゅハケよゎ ノョィΑ unique キΑケプ- ヮャ メΑをョ Ι  thrilled るェケヘャや ラョ コゎワや-  やキィ ラゅェケプ-  

community ノョゎィョ glow ¬ヶッΑ- ケΑルΑ  schedule メゅョハや メヱキィ-キΑハやヱョ  

demote ヮゎよゎケ メコル  - ヮゎィケキ  reflect サミバΑ actually Κバプ-ゅボェ- るボΑボェャや ヶプ  

harsh ヶシゅホ –ょヤタ ょバタ  antiquity るョΑキボャや ケヱタバャやケゅをや conduct ヵキぼΑ -  ケΑキΑ-るヤよゅボョ ヵケィΑ  

quit るヘΑドヱ ラョ メゅボゎシや - -ポケゎ  bargain るボヘタ-るΑケゅィゎ るΑヤョハ  spoil キシヘΑ - ゆケカΑ  

wound ゥケィ atmosphere ヱィャや-ュゅバャや ケヱバセャや  luxury フケゎ るΑワゅプケ ュカプ 

compelled -ケヅッョ- ケよィョロケミョ  sightseeing るΑェゅΑシ ュャゅバョ りケゅΑコ spectacular ノもやケ - メワクョ  

astonished スワキルョ-ヱワクョメ  destination メヱタヱャや るヰィヱ donate  ネケよゎ–ゆワヱ - ウルョ  

plunge in サヅピΑ counting キバャや-ゆゅシェ  carpet りキゅィシ -ヅゅシよ  

beg ヶャや メシヱゎΑ - ヶィケゎΑ  height ネゅヘゎケや ソカセ メヱヅ 
  

return りキヱハヱ ゆゅワク 

exceptionally ヶもゅルをゎシや メミセよ skills れやケゅヰョ oval ヵヱゅッΑよ メミセ 

humble ノッやヱゎョ - ヅΑシよ  collection るハヱョィョ countless キバΑ Ι- ヶタェΑ Ι  

hardship ゆハゅタョ- りゅルゅバョ  pleasure  るバゎョ-りキゅバシ  royal ヶミヤョ 

generation メΑィ house  ュッΑ– ヶヤハ ヵヱゎェΑ  pure ヶボル- ヶプゅタ- ソャゅカ  

securely ラョぺ メミセよ impressive  ケΑをョゆゅィハΘャ  marble ュゅカケ 

throughout ¬ゅルをや-メΚカ-メやヱヅ  sculpture  ュルタ–メゅをョゎ  import キケヱゎシΑ 

tug on  りほィプ キセΑ exhibit チケバョ chandelier ゅΑケを 

heritage  ゐやケゎ- ゐやケΑョ  illusion るハキゅカ りケヱタ-  

ヵケタよ ネやキカ 

  



Unit 4 
 

1- The young girls  ………………. their mother to take them to the fun city for a holiday.  
 a) hired b) raised c) begged d) imported 

2- The teacher has been criticized for her ………………. treatment of his students. 

 a) oval b) harsh c) return d) compelled 

3- I want to …………………… my job because they give me very low salary.  
 a) beg b) glow c) quit d) inspire 

4- The plane exploded and …………….. the ocean, killing all the people on board. 
 a) plunged in b) tugged on c) cooled down d) disposed of 

5- A father and son represent two different  …………….  in thinking and interests.  
 a) caverns b) schedules c) generations d) traps 

6- The nurse  applied a bandage to the ………………… after cleaning it.  
 a) carpet b) marble c) justice d) wound 

7- Kuwait's ………………………is full of victories and great achievements.  
 a) package b) counting c) heritage d) sculpture 

8- The  heavy rain …………….. us to stay indoors instead of going shopping.  

 a) unfair b) compelled c) flexible d) spectacular 

9- The pearl divers were tied ………….. to the ship with a rope around their waists.  
 a) securely b) extremely c) instead d) recently 

10 Some poor people live in …………………. cottages near the mountains or lakes.  
 a) furious b) return c) humble d) jobless 

11- The pearl diver …………… the rope and was pulled up to the surface.  
 a) cooled down b) disposed of c) plunged in d) tugged on 

12- After their father's sudden death, the family faced many ……………….. 
 a) hardships b) carpets c) exhibits d) wages 

13- My uncle lived in the United Kingdom ……………………… his life.  
 a) securely b) throughout c) recently d) extremely 

14- The …………… in the US didn't let Carla Barton hold the position of a school principal.  
 a) equator b) marble c) chandelier d) community 

15- I was …………………….. when I heard the fire station  had burnt down. 

 a) unique b) fictional c) astonished d) luxury 

16- The vegetables grown in our farm are ……………………… delicious.  
 a) exceptionally b) recently c) securely d) instead 

17- Some people create a charity campaign to ………. money for the poor and people with cancer.  
 a) hire b) raise c) demote d) promise 

18- My dad  ………………. some people  to paint our new villa in Al Jahra.  
 a) hired b) quit c) begged d) glowed 

19- The policeman was ……………….. because he broke the laws.  
 a) imported b) floated c) demoted d) inhaled 

20- Some people like to ……………….. money for charity organizations.  
a) glow                       b) overcome         c)  inspire                        d)  raise 



 

Unit 4 

Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 

 
(   community   -   harsh - securely  - raise    -  hire   -   demote   )    

 
1-  My mom  needs to …………………..a new  maid to help in the housework. 
2- We're trying to ……………………..… money to help children with cancer 
3- The kuwaiti ………………….didn't allow girls to go to school in the past. 
4- Teachers can choose to ……………..……..……. a student to a lower grade. 
5-  I am extremely sorry to have used …………………… words against you 

 
(   exceptionally   -  begs  -  demote-   hardships  -   generations -  humble   ) 

6- Mohammed  ……………………… his father to buy him play station 4. 
7- The weather has been ……………………….. bad the last few years 
8- Mohamed Salah, the football star, remains …………… despite all his achievements. 
9- People who lived in the past faced many ……………………….. in life. 
10- We need to preserve Kuwait's  resources for future ……………………. 

 
(  plunged  -   astonished – hire-  wound  -  compelled  -  quit  ) 

11- Asel  made up her mind to …………… the company to take care of her children. 
12- The ………………………….……. from the car accident  left a scar on my arm. 
13- My grandpa was …………………….…to have a surgical  operation to survive. 
14- The teacher was ……………………when I answered all the difficult questions. 
15- Fawaz ………………………………….. into the water and swam to the other side. 

 
(   Securely  -   throughout   -   tugged on  - raise  heritage    -    hire  )  

16- Pearl diving was  an important part of the kuwaiti ……………………….. 
17- Make sure your seat belt is ………………… fastened before taking off. 
18- The students studied hard for the test  ……………..…………. the night . 
19- We are so busy this year so we need  to …………….. a babysitter to care for our children. 
20- The little boy ………… his father's sleeve and pointed at the puppy in the shop window. 
 

 
 (  quit -  humble   -  compelled  -  generations  -    wound  -   harsh )     

21- Clara Barton  grew up in a …………………. environment in the US. 
22- Hamad  was bleeding heavily from a gunshot……………….……………… 
23- Sindbad stories entertained ………………… of people all over the world. 
24- My grandma's serious illness …………………….. her to stay in bed. 
25- Ghalib ……………………..……. his job after an argument with the manager.  
26- Salem was from a ……….. background, but he became  the richest man in the city. 
Mr. Mustafa 



Unit 5 

1- Optical ……….. means that your eyes trick you into seeing something that is not really there.  
 a) community b) illusion c) cavern d) obesity 

2- The collection of Egyptian ……………………………. is the best in the world. 

 a) wounds b) schedules c) antiquities d) traps 

3- Visitors can enjoy the traditional souq……………………… in Al – Mubarakiya.  

 a) infection b) atmosphere c) sprinting d) chandelier 

4- Money, family , friends and good health are the sources of ………………………. 
 a) pleasure b) counting c) collection d) marble 

5- My brother's ………………… is 190 cm so he can join the basketball club.  
 a) gravity b) theme c) sightseeing d) height 

6- I think if I talk more often with a native speaker, my English …………………. will improve.  

 a) skills b) carpets c) destinations d) illusions 

7- In most museums of the world , people aren't allowed to touch …………………… 

 a) communities b) exhibits c) schedules d) packages 

8- Most museums have different ……………… of jewellery and antiques.  
 a) destinations b) infections c) collections d) themes 

9- The fingerprints for all people all over the world are ……………………… 

 a) harsh b) fictional c) furious d) unique 

10- The planets produce no light of their own; they just  ……………………  sunlight.  
 a) raise b) reflect c) spoil d) beg 

11- The ……………….. sale will run for three days, starting from today.  
 a) illusion b) hardship c) bargain d) equator 

12- The plane to Cairo will reach its …………………… after two hours. 
 a) heritage b) destination c) collection d) pleasure 

13- ……………….with fingers isn't as easy as using a calculator.  
 a) Height b) Sightseeing c) Sculpture d) Counting 

14- Khalifa Tower in Dubai is the most ……………………. building in the UAE.  
 a) harsh b) impressive c) stingy d) return 

15- The   pharaohs' …………….. in Ancient Egypt are more than five thousand years old.  
 a) sculptures b) carpets c) chandeliers d) wages 

16- The campfire was ……………… brightly in the dark night while we were camping.  

 a) begging b) donating c) glowing d) importing 

17- The Louvre museum ……………..…. Egyptian, Greek and Roman antiquities. 
 a) hires b) demotes c) quits d) houses 

18- The ………..is an imaginary circle around the Earth, dividing the  earth's two hemispheres.  
 a) atmosphere  b) equator c) bargain d) pleasure 

19- Tourists go …………………. in France and take pictures in the most famous places.  

 a) carpet b) marble c) sightseeing d) hardship 
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Unit 5 
Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 

 
 

  (  bargain  -   atmosphere  -    sightseeing -  beg -   counting  - destination )    
1-  My family spent the  last summer holiday in Paris ……..………. and shopping. 
2 - I bought this car at a ……………………….….. price from  Salmiya last week. 
3- Your house has a very cozy and pleasant ……………………………..………… 
4- We drove along way through KSA  until we got to our ……………… in Mecca. 
5- Sara is three years but she is good at  ………………………………. up to 100. 

 
(  reflect      -   glowing  -   equator  -  unique   -   antiquities  ) 

6-  Some humans are born with ……………………………….… supernatural talents. 
7- The sun heats the sea more at the ………………………..….….. than at the poles . 
8- The candles were ………............. in the dark which created a romantic atmosphere. 
9- Your low mark in science  simply ….……… your laziness and  total lack of effort. 
10- The city of Luxor, in Egypt ,contains temples, tombs and ……….…………….. 

 
(  height   -  collection   -   pleasure  -   skills    -  houses  ) 

 

11- The museum ……………………. an impressive collection of jewels and sculptures. 
12- His …………….…………… is a great advantage when he plays volleyball 
13- You can't get a job if you don't have the necessary …………..………….... 
14- The famous artist  has a wonderful…… ……………… of modern paintings. 
15- Would you get me a cup of coffee?" "With ………………………., my dear. 

 
(  atmosphere  -  sculpture  -   exhibits  -   illusion   - impressive   ) 

 

16-  What can you see in the following optical …………………..……………………?  
17-  Our National Football Team performance was …………. throughout the final match. 
18- A new ………………………….…. of Liverpool star Mohamed Salah has been built. 
19- There are some interesting and fabulous …………………… in the  Louvre Museum. 
20- This restaurant has a pleasant ………………………. that's why I usually come here.  

 
(   equator   impressive  -   reflected   -    destination  -  pleasure  -   unique  ) 

 

21- The  romantic film  was so ……………………………..… that I  couldn't  help crying. 
22- Spain is still the  most popular holiday ………………………………all over the world. 
23- Vaadhoo Island is located on the ……………….……. to the southwest of Sri Lanka. 
24- Kids always find joy and ………………in playing games in the fun city or kidzania. 
25- The great pyramid in Egypt is …………………….………….…….it is matchless. 
26- The picture of the  moon and stars are ………………… on the sea water at night. 
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Unit 6 

1- Many  mothers …………………. their  kids by not being strict enough.  
 a) import b) improve c) glow d) spoil 

2- We didn't ……………………. see the accident but we watched it on TV.  
 a) extremely b) actually c) instead d) exceptionally 

3- The Avenues is regarded as the most .................... department store in Kuwait..  

 a) spectacular b) capable c) voluntary d) unfair 

4-The news reporter ……………….………. the interview in Kuwait Towers.  
 a) float b) glow c) conduct d) raise 

5-My uncle is a rich businessman who lives in a………………. villa in London.  
 a) pure b) flexible c) luxury d) harsh 

6-The …………….trip from London to Cape Town, South Africa, was 21691 miles.  
 a) return b) jobless c) unfair d) separate 

7-This sculpture is made of ………………….. which has a  smooth, shiny surface.  

 a) equator b) community c) marble d) hardship 

8-The most expensive ……………..in the world is Persian and was sold for  $ 2,487,178.  
 a) height b) carpet c) atmosphere d) wound 

9-I have a busy ………………. this week. I can't meet with a anyone.  
 a) schedule b) counting c) sculpture d) generation 

10-The blessings of Allah ,for us, are …………………..and priceless.  
 a) thrilled b) compelled c) jobless d) countless 

11-Mango ,kiwi ,avocado  and many other fruits have got an …………………shape.  
 a) flexible b) oval c) stingy d) compelled 

12- Many countries around the world …………………oil from Kuwait.  
 a) reflect b) achieve c) beg d) import 

13- Real Madrid fans were ……………….. to win the champions league cup.  
 a) pure b) native c) thrilled d) flexible 

14-The king and his family always  live in the ………………..palace.  
 a) royal b) stingy c) furious d) hearty 

15-The mask of the young Egyptian king Tutankhamen weighs 18 kg of …………..gold.  
 a) humble b) harsh c) pure d) astonished 

16-Mohammed  always ………………. his  blood twice a year  to sick people.  
 a) inspire b) inhale c) donates d) achieve 

17-I liked my friend's villa especially the  crystal …………….  hanging above the table.  
 a) gravity b) chandelier c) pleasure d) sightseeing 

18-Tom and Jerry, mickey mouse, and Bin Ten are …………characters. They are not real.  
 a) oval b) fictional c) voluntary d) compelled 

19-My aunt  looks young, but she's ……………………. 50 years old.  

 a) actually b) extremely c) securely d) frequently 
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Unit 6 
Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list: 

 

 

(   conduct      luxury    spectacular    donate    oval   ) 

1-Kuwait had the biggest and  most ……………….. fireworks shown  in history in 2012. 
2-Fawaz stayed in a ………………………..……...…….… hotel in Dubai for a week. 
3-The school principal ……………...the meeting with the school teachers yesterday. 
4-Many rich people…………………………..…millions of Dinars to charity every year. 
5-My mother bought  a lovely ……………….. table which was made in Sweden. 

 

  (   return  -    spoil   -   countless -    royal -  carpets      ) 

 
6-…………..…..people all over the world are the fans of Barcelona and Real Madrid. 
7-  My dad bought many beautiful ……..……….. for our new villa. 
8-  Would you like single ticket or a …………….………… ticket? 
9-  You shouldn't ……………………the surprise I have  for my mom on  her birthday. 
10- The ………….…….. family usually donate millions of dinars to charity and the poor. 
 

(   marble   -   actually -  thrilled   -  fictional -    schedule    ) 
 

11- Sindbad , the sailor, stories are not true; they are ………………………………. 
12- My sister was ……………….………..to come first at school in the final exams. 
13- I had a very tight ……………… last week, but this week I'm relatively free. 
14- I ………….………. believe that sport and healthy diet make your life better 
15- Omar Ali Saifuddien Mosque has got wonderful Italian. ……………………. floor. 

 

 

(  luxury -  chandeliers -   pure -    countless -   thrilled -   imported )    

16-I admire my mom because she is a very king person with a …………….. heart. 
17-most of the food  and clothes in Kuwait are …………………from different countries. 
18-My mom bought  new ………which will be hanged from the ceiling in our new house.  
19-The new couple were ………………. to hear the wonderful news about the new baby. 
20-There are ……………………………….…. stars light up the sky at night. 
21-There are too many …………………shops in the Avenues and 360 mall.  

 

(   donate     return     spoil    conduct   pure     ) 

22- Don't ……………………….. your appetite by eating sweets before meals 
23-The pharaohs' treasures in Ancient Egypt were made of …………….gold. 
24-A snow storm cancelled our……………………….……….. flight Sunday 
25-Many people …………….. money to the Red Crescent  to help sick people. 
26- The astronaut had to …………….. many experiments in the space shuttle. 
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Unit 1     Grammar 
Kuwaiti .  

ゅルや I   am ラヱミや    

      
Iﾐ ｪヴ;SW ぐくく 

      

 

 12 years old.  

ヱワケミクョヤャ() He      my brother.  

ヴワゐルぼョヤャ() She  

   

キケヘョ  is  ラヱミΑ    
(キケヘョヤャ) 

my sister.  

ヱワ/ヴワ  ケΑピャ
メホゅバャや 

It        

   

my book. 

       

ラェル We        

    

pupils.   

れルや/ュゎルや You   ノョィ   are  ラヱルヱミΑ  

     

)ノョィヤャ( 
teachers. 

ュワ They     my friends. 

                                                                                                      

                          (  am-is に are )                          (  I-    He-She-It-      We-You-They  ) 

1- My father ぐぐぐぐぐく ; SﾗIデﾗヴく   ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  ┘ﾗヴﾆゲ ｷﾐ ; ｴﾗゲヮｷデ;ﾉく  
2- Manal ぐぐぐぐぐぐ ; IﾉW┗Wヴ ｪｷヴﾉく   ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ┘ﾗﾐ ; ﾏWS;ﾉ ┞WゲデWヴS;┞く 
3- Yﾗ┌ ぐぐぐぐぐ ｪﾗﾗS ;デ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴく ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS HW ;ﾐ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ デW;IｴWヴく 
4- I and Fahd ぐぐぐぐくぐく FヴｷWﾐSゲく   ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐく  ｪﾗ デﾗ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉく 
5- I ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  K┌┘;ｷデｷく  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ﾉｷ┗W ｷﾐ K┌┘;ｷデく 
6- Teachers ぐぐぐぐくぐくく aヴｷWﾐSﾉ┞く  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく ｴWﾉヮ ┌ゲ ;デ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉく 
7- Our school ぐぐくぐぐく  ┗Wヴ┞ Hｷｪく  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐ ｴ;ゲ ｪﾗデ ヱヰヰヰ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲく 

                         I/he/she/ it /キケヘョ ュシや              Was      ラゅミ       キケヘョヤャ        
 

                    We/you/they/ ノョィ ュシや              Were       ノョィヤャ やヱルゅミ 

.              in Dubai last month wasMy father -1  

.   playing games yesterday wereThe boys  -2  

  

 F;┘;┣ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくSﾗｷﾐｪ ｴﾗﾏW┘ﾗヴﾆく               ゅ  M┞ ゲｷゲデWヴゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  ゲデ┌S┞ｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ デｴW デWゲデゲく 
 I ぐぐぐぐぐぐく  ヴW;Sｷﾐｪ Hﾗﾗﾆゲく                                ゅ  M┞ ﾏﾗデｴWヴ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ Iﾗﾗﾆｷﾐｪ ﾉ┌ﾐIｴ aﾗヴ ┌ゲく 
 Aﾉｷ  ;ﾐS ゲ;ろS  ぐぐぐぐぐぐ ┘;デIｴｷﾐｪ TVく                ゅ  Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴゲ   ぐぐぐぐぐく ┗Wヴ┞ Hｷｪ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮ;ゲデく 

************************************************* 
He/she/It/             キケヘョ ュシや                                             ロキルハ / ポヤゎョΑ                                                                    
 

We/You/They/I      ノョィ ュシや                                          ュワキルハ / ラヱミヤゎョΑ    
 

 

 

 

got has 

got have 

6-TｴW I;デ ぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐく A ﾉﾗﾐｪ デ;ｷﾉく 
7-K┌┘;ｷデ ぐぐ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく ﾗｷﾉ ヴWゲWヴ┗Wゲく 

8-Sｴ;ヴﾆゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐくく sharp teeth. 

9-Oﾏ;ヴ  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ; ﾉﾗデ ﾗa ｴﾗﾏW┘ﾗヴﾆく 

10-C;ヴゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐ aﾗ┌ヴ ┘ｴWWﾉゲく  

 

1- H;ﾏ;S ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  ; ﾐｷIW ﾃ;IﾆWデく 
2- I ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく ; ﾐW┘ I;ヴく 
3- M┞ ﾏﾗデｴWヴぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく ;ﾐ W┝ヮWﾐゲｷ┗W ﾉ;ヮデﾗヮく 
4- TｴW ヮ┌ヮｷﾉゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ Hﾗﾗﾆゲく 
5- WW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ; Hｷｪ ｴﾗ┌ゲWく 

 



Can          (  ノΑヅゎシΑケキボΑ)  

Can't    ( ケキボΑ Ι  )ノΑヅゎシΑ Ι 

 

I can walk but I can't fly. 

I can do homework. 

I can't swim in the pool. 

I can play the drum but I can't play the guitar. 
1. I …………… speak English. 
2. I …………....write e mails. 
3. I ……………make a cake. 
4. I ……………..  fly a plane. 
5. I ………………drive a car. 
6. Ducks ________ swim.  
7. Babies ________ ride bikes.  
8. A dog ________ play tennis.  
9. Cats ________ fly.  

10.  ________ you help me? 
11. I´m full. I ________ eat any more.  
12.  Cheetahs ________ run very fast.  
13.  A spider ________ drive a car.  
14.  A fish ________ swim.  
15.  Animals ________ read. 

 

There is      (キゲヘヨヤャ )   ギィヲΑ 

There are         (ノヨイヤャ )    ギィヲΑ 
1. _________ a tree in our garden. 
2. _________  many posters in our class. 
3. _________ cows in the field. 
4. _________ big ships in the harbor today. 
5. _________ fish for dinner. 
6. _________ a boy in my class who can walk on her hands. 
7. _________  good teachers in our school. 
8. _________ a cat sitting on the bench. 
9. In our park _________ some great things to play on. 
10. _________ a computer in the classroom.  

 

 
Mr. Mustafa 

 

 

 



Sentence Building 
       1                                               2                                                         3  

 subject  (  メハゅプ )                         verb ( メバプ   )                           predicate( るヤョィャや ヴホゅよ   ) 
 

ュシや-  ケΑョッ                                     ラΑゎョヤミ ヱや るョヤミ                                 ( - メヱバヘョ- メゅェ  るヘタ- ュシや-  ラゅョコ- ラゅミョ )  

1-  Kuwait                                        is                                                hot.(  るヘタ ) 

2-  Nora                                       has got                                          a  laptop.(  ュシや )  

3-  Fahd                                      is   reading                                     a book now.( ラゅョコ +メヱバヘョ    )   

4- My brother                             plays                                             football in the club.(ラゅミョ +メヱバヘョ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5-  I                                  went                                             to Dubai last week.(ラゅョコ +ラゅミョ) 

6-   He                                      was driving                                       the car quickly.( メゅェ+メヱバヘョ ) 

7-  They                                        speak                                             loudly.(メゅェ) 

********************************************************************************** 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1- Fahd  -    in  -   lives - Al  Jahra .    

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
2- at    -   gets up  -     6 o'clock  -  Mona  . 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
3- I     -  science -    English   -    and    -         study  . 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
4- -  brothers -      got  -  I     -  three  -    have  . 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
5- the   - studies   -   test  -    She   -   hard  -  for         . 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
6- Gulf   -         in   -      the    -   lies -   Arabian -  Kuwait                  . 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
7- for  -  is      -    Kuwait   -  famous     -        oil. 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
8- I       -    walk   -     can -   but     -  I       -      fly -     can't   . 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
9- country -   a       - beautiful  -    is     -     Kuwait      . 

10-               ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
11- -  went    -   last  -     to   -      the  -   I    -     Avenus    -      week. 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
12-  Mariam      -       nice   -       got  -       a      -    villa   -   has     . 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
13- you -     do   -     live         Where       ? 

14-               ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
14- you -     What  time -     sleep -   do    ? 
15-               ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
15- holiday  -    did    -   you     Where  -    on  -  go   -  ? 

16-               ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 



 

 

 

 

 

1  2  3  1  2  3 

present  past 
 
 

past 

participle 
present  past  past 

participle 

ヅΑシよ ネケゅッョ  ヅΑシよ ヶッゅョ   フΑケタゎャや
ゐャゅをャや 

ヅΑシよ ネケゅッョ  ヅΑシよ ヶッゅョ   フΑケタゎャや
ゐャゅをャや 

eat メミほΑ ate   eaten sell ノΑよΑ sold  sold 

drink ゆケセΑ drank  drunk sing ヴルピΑ sang  Sung 

buy ンケゎセΑ bought  bought sink ベケピΑ sank  Sunk 

sleep ュゅルΑ slept  slept spend ヴッボΑ spent  Spent 

write  ゆゎミΑ wrote  written throw ヴョケΑ threw  thrown 

go  ゆワクΑ went  gone wake ドボΑゎシΑ woke  woken 

see ンケΑ saw  seen tell メヱボΑ told  told 

run チミケΑ ran  run teach ュヤバΑ taught  taught 

find キィΑ found  found think ケミヘΑ thought  thought 

fly ケΑヅΑ flew  flown wear サよヤΑ wore  worn 

lose キボヘΑ lost  lost am / is ラヱミΑ was  been 

make ノルタΑ made  made are ラヱルヱミΑ were  been 

meet メよゅボΑ met  met has/have ポヤゎョΑ had  had 

win コヱヘΑ won  won do メバヘΑ did  done 

ride ゆミケΑ rode  ridden read ぺケボΑ read  read 

give ヴヅバΑ gave  given cut ゥケィΑ/ノヅボΑ cut  cut 

build ヴルよΑ built  built shut ペヤピΑ shut  shut 

break ケシミΑ broke  broken put ノッΑ put  put 

come ヴゎゅΑ came  come hit ゆケッ hit  hit 

drive  キヱボΑ
りケゅΑシャや 

drove  driven swim ウよシΑ swam  swum 

draw ュシケΑ drew  drawn      

send メシケΑ sent  sent      

get ヴヤハ メタェΑ got  got      

grow ケよミΑ grew  grown      

fall  ヅボシΑ fell  fallen      

catch ポショΑ caught  caught      

hear ノョシΑ heard  heard      

hide めよゎカΑ hid  hidden      

keep ドプゅェΑ kept  kept      

know フケバΑ knew  known      

leave ケキゅピΑ left  left      

say メヱボΑ said  said      

ring メタゎΑ rang  rung Mr. Mustafa 

 
   

rise ノヘゎケゎ rose  risen      

Conjugation Of Irregular Verbs)    )るョドゎルョ ケΑピャや メゅバプΙや れゅヘΑケタゎ 



 

Grammar unit 1 Infinitive  form              れゅプゅッや ラヱキよ ( ケキタョャや メバヘャや) 
can   /could 

shall /should 

will   /would 

may   / might                  +      inf.   メバヘャや ケキタョ 

must /have to 

to      / let's 

don't / doesn't/didn't /promise to/try  to 

Exercises 

1. Remas I;ﾐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ;ﾐS FヴWﾐIｴく  ふ ゲヮW;ﾆｷﾐｪ-speaks-speak-spoke) 

2. Sara has to ぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐくく ｴWヴ ヮ;ヴWﾐデゲく    ふ ﾗHW┞WS-obeying-obey-obeys) 

3. I ﾏ;┞   ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ヮｷ┣┣; デﾗﾏﾗヴヴﾗ┘く    (eat-eating-eats-ate) 

4. LWデろゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ デﾗ デｴW ┣ﾗﾗく     ふｪﾗWゲ-going-went-go) 

5. I go to the club to ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく デWﾐﾐｷゲく      ふヮﾉ;┞ゲ-play-played-playing) 

6. Yﾗ┌ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ぐぐぐぐ ┞ﾗ┌ヴ デWWデｴ デ┘ｷIW ; S;┞くふHヴ┌ゲｴｷﾐｪ-brushed-brushed-brush) 

7. I  Iﾗ┌ﾉS ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  ┘ｴWﾐ I ┘;ゲ aﾗ┌ヴく      (swim-swam-swimming-swims) 

8. Sｴ;ﾉﾉ I ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくデｴW Sﾗﾗヴ aﾗヴ ┞ﾗ┌い      (opening-opens-opened-open) 

9. She tried to   ぐぐぐぐくく up the mountain.      ( climb-climbing-climbed-climbs) 

10. My dad promised to  ぐぐぐぐく us to Bahrain.   (taking-takes-took-take) 

 

Infinitive         (  ケギダヨャや ヶプ モバプ ) 
 

It's  + adjく      デﾗ    ぐく Infinitiveぐぐぐ    メバヘャや ケキタョ  
It's  + るヘタャや    デﾗ    ぐぐ Infinitiveぐぐく   メバヘャや ケキタョ 
It's important to do a sport. 

It's nice to      swim in the sea. 

It's good to    eat healthy food. 

It's hard to    work all day. 

It's easy デﾗぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく ( walks- walks にwalking-walk ) for 30 minutes. 

It's impossible デﾗ ぐぐぐぐぐくくふ lives にliving-live-lived) without oxygen. 

It's necessary デﾗ ぐぐぐぐぐぐ ( studying- studied-study-studies) hard every day. 

 
My brother tried to    ..........   ) fixed-fixing-fixes -fix  ( the car but he couldn't. 

My mom promised to ぐぐぐぐぐ ふbuys-buy-buying- bought) me a new I phone. 

I prefer to ぐぐぐぐぐぐくふ wear にwears-wearing-wore) casual clothes. 

 
Mr. Mustafa 

 



 

Gerund   (  ing + メバヘャや  ) 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
1- My brother likes………………………. in the sea. 

a-     dive                          b-    diving                                 c-   dived                                 d-   dives           

2- Salma enjoys …………………….  at the weekends. 
a-     paints                      b-     painted                             c-  painting                              d-   is painted           

3- Mariem prefers ……………………  healthy food. 
a-    eats                          b-   ate                                       c-   was eating                          d-   eating           

4- Ali is good at …………………….  driving. 
a-   watching                  b-  watch                                   c-   watched                             d- watches             

5- Saif likes  ……………….. games with his friends. 
             a-  played                        b-     plays                                 c- playing                                  d-  play            

6- Walid prefers …………………….  at home to eating in restaurants. 
a-  sleeping                       b-   slept              c- sleeps                              d-   sleeps           

7- My mother is interested in  …………………….  Turkish serials. 
           a-  watch                        b-   watches                             c-    watching                            d-   watched           

Gerund 

  

メバヘャや                                     Gerund ( verb + ing)  ュシや 
swim ウよシΑ swimming るェゅよシャや 
read ぺケボΑ reading り¬やケボャや 
run チミケΑ running チミケャや 
sprint るハケシ ヶタホゅよ ヵケィΑ sprinting るハケシ ヶタホゅよ ヵケィャや 
throw ヶョケΑ throwing ヶョケャや 
walk ヶセョΑ walking ヶセョャや 
watch キワゅセΑ watching りキワゅセョ 

1- Walking  is good for your health. 

2- Swimming keeps us fit and flexible. 

3- I like reading English books. 

4- My favourite sport is sprinting. 

5- ぐぐぐぐぐぐくｷゲ ﾏ┞ a;┗ﾗ┌ヴｷデW ｴﾗHH┞く( painted-painting-paints-paint) 

6- My Mom is good at ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ I;ﾆWゲくふmakes-made-making-make) 

7- I Wﾐﾃﾗ┞ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくデｴW ﾃ;┗Wﾉｷﾐ ;ﾐS SｷゲI┌ゲくふデｴヴﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ-throw-threw-throws) 

 
Mr. Mustafa 

 

 

like  
enjoy    +   Verb  + ing       
prefer 
for 
good at 
interested in  

 

1-   I   like         reading    stories. 
2-   I   prefer     drinking   milk. 
3-   I   enjoy     swimming   in the pool. 



The Present Simple Tense ( ヅΑシよャや ネケゅッョャや ラョコ) 

         Form : The first form of the verb.     ( he/ she/ it)  るΑゅヰル ヶプ            フゅッΑヱメバヘャや  ラゅミ やクやメハゅヘャや キケヘョ   メバヘヤャ メヱΙや メミセャや ヱワ ラΑヱミゎャや :  

         Use    : We use it to talk about facts and regular habits.                                                  りケケミゎョ れやキゅハ ヱや ペもゅボェ ラハ ケよバΑ  :  ュやキカゎシΙや 

             always  -  usually   -  sometimes  - often  -  never -  every                        :るャやキャや れゅョヤミャや          
                 ゅョもやキ     -             メミ-       やキよや-      ゅよャゅビ-           ゅルゅΑェや-      りキゅハ  

Examples 

    I   always play football in the club. 

    We usually  do homework after school. 

    You sometimes come late to  school. 

    They  often go to the cinema. 

   

    He  never  eats in class. 

    She goes to school by car every day. 

    It always  flies   high in the sky..               

                                   Exercises  

              Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : 
    

1-  Mﾗﾐ; ﾐW┗Wヴ ぐぐぐぐぐぐく ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ┘;ﾉﾉく 
 a)  write b)  writes c)  wrote d)  writing 

2- Aﾉｷ  ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ ぐぐぐぐぐく ｴｷゲ ｪヴ;ﾐSヮ;ヴWﾐデゲ ;デ デｴW ┘WWﾆWﾐSく  
 a)   visiting b)   visit c)   visited d)  visits 

3- WW ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく ﾏWゲゲ;ｪWゲ デﾗ ﾗ┌ヴ aヴｷWﾐSゲく 
 a)   send b)  sends c)   sending d)   sent 

4- My father ゲﾗﾏWデｷﾏWゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐ ﾏW ┘ｷデｴ ﾏ┞ ｴﾗﾏW┘ﾗヴﾆく 
 a)   help b)  helps c)   helped d)   helping 

5- The car always  .................. very fast. 

 a)   ran b)   runs c)   run d)  running 

6- H;ﾏ;S ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ぐぐぐぐぐく  デﾗ デｴW HW;Iｴ ﾗﾐ ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ゲく 
 a)   goes b)   go c)   went d)   gone 

7-  WW ﾗaデWﾐ ぐぐぐぐぐくく  ﾗ┌ヴ Iﾉ;ゲゲく 
 a)  cleans b)   cleaning c)  clean d)  cleaned 

8-  TｴW ゲ┌ﾐ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ｷﾐ デｴW W;ゲデく 
 a)  rise b)   rising c)   rose d)  rises  

9- M┞ ┌ﾐIﾉW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく デﾗﾗ ﾏ┌Iｴ TV W┗Wヴ┞ S;┞く 
 a)   watches b)   watch c)  watching d)  watched 

10  I ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ ぐぐぐぐぐくく  ﾏ┞ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ H;ｪ ｷﾐ デｴW W┗Wﾐｷﾐｪく 
 a)  packs b)  pack c)  packed d)  packing 

11  HW  ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく   Iﾐ デｴW  ゲ┘ｷﾏﾏｷﾐｪ ヮﾗﾗﾉく 
 a)   swim b)   swims c)  swam d)  swum 
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   Exercises  

                  Correct The Verbs In Brackets :  

 

 1- My  father usually ( give ) me allowance. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 2- Fahd never ( eat )   in class. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 3- We always  ( watches ) TV in the evening. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 4- Adel often ( go )  to the desert with his family. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 5- The students always ( listens ) to our teachers' advice. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 6- My sister ( study )  hard every day. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 7- Salem  sometimes ( read )  books in the library 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 8- Scientists always  (  does )  experiments  in the science labs. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
 9- The baby  always ( drink ) milk. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
10- Sharks  ( lives ) in seas and oceans. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
11- I ( lives ) in Kuwait. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
12 - Ayed never (  play  ) in the street. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
13- Asel often ( buy )  her clothes by herself. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
14- Anod usually ( wakes up)  in the morning at 6 o' clock. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
15- Lions and tigers ( eats )  other animals. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
16-  They travels to Dubai every year. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
17- He always ( wash)  his hands before eating. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

 18- My mother often  ( cook )  delicious food. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

19-  Sara often (visit ) her grandparents on Fridays. 
Mr. Mustafa 



The Present Continuous Tense( ケョゎショャや ネケゅッョャや ラョコ) 

                             I                       am                                                                                             

          (he- she-it ) キケヘョャや                  is        +  Verb   ing                                                                                         ミゎΑラヱ : ラョ    

       (  we- you-they)  ノョィャや            are    .               

    

 

          

             now  -  look  !   -  Listen !  -   at the moment  -    at   present  -  today  れゅョヤミャや : るャやキャや   

             ラΙや     -        ュヱΑャや-     ケッゅェャや れホヱャや ヴプ-        るドェヤャや ロクワ ヴプ-         ノョシや-     ケドルや  
 

 

    

 

                                                                                     ≒-    ラハ ケよバΑ Κミャや ¬ゅルをや  ∩  ラΙや ケョゎショ ゐキェュ :  ュやキカゎシΙや 

Examples 

  I      am     reading   a book now. 

 She    is       doing      her homework  at the moment. 

 They  are    watching   the  match  at   present. 

  Look !  The plane    is    flying    very high. 

 Listen !  the pupils  are   singing   a beautiful song. 

     

 

                                   Exercises  
    

1-   Lﾗﾗﾆ ぁ HW  ぐぐぐぐぐぐく  ┗Wヴ┞ a;ゲデ デﾗ ┘ｷﾐ デｴW ヴ;IWく 
 a)  write b)  writes c)  wrote d) is writing 

2- M┞ ﾏﾗデｴWヴぐぐく ぐぐぐぐぐく Aデ デｴW ﾏﾗﾏWﾐデく  
 a)   cooking b)   is cooking c)   cooked d) cooks 

cooksvisits 3- WW  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  Iﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ ｪ;ﾏWゲ ヴｷｪｴデ ﾐﾗ┘く 
 a)   is playing b)  play c)   are playing d)   play 

4- Listen !  the baby   ぐぐぐぐぐぐ ぐ  HWI;┌ゲW ｴW  ｷゲ ｴ┌ﾐｪヴ┞く 
 a)    are crying b)   is crying c)   cried d)   cries 

watchiping 5- Aデ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ が  I ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくくく  ; ゲデﾗヴ┞ ;Hﾗ┌デ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲく 
 a)   read b)   is  reading c)    am reading d)  reads 

6- H;ﾏ;S ぐくく ぐぐぐぐぐく   ｴｷゲ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ヮヴﾗﾃWIデ at the moment. 

 a)   does b)   doing c)   is doing d)  did 

7-   Lﾗﾗﾆ ぁ デｴW┞  ぐぐぐぐぐくく   デｴW ｷﾐデWヴﾐWデ デﾗ ｪWデ ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏ;デｷﾗﾐく 
 a)  are surfing b) am  surfing c)   surfing d)  surfed 



8-  LｷゲデWﾐ ぁ Aﾉｷ  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  デｴW ｪ┌ｷデ;ヴ ┗Wヴ┞ ┘Wﾉﾉく 
 a)  playing b)   are playing c)   is playing d)  plays  

9- K┌┘;ｷデ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく  ﾐW┘ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉゲ ;デ デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ デｷﾏWく 
 a)   builds b)   are building c)  watching d)  is building 

10  I  ぐぐぐぐぐくく    ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ デｴW HW;Iｴ ┘ｷデｴ ﾏ┞ ﾏ┌ﾏ ﾐﾗ┘く 
 a)   am walking b)  walks c)   walked d)  is walking  

11  M┞ a;デｴWヴ  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく   ;デ デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ デｷﾏWく 
 a)   sleeps b)   sleeping c)  is sleeping d)  are 

sleeping 12  Nﾗ┘が WW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく  A ｴﾗﾉｷS;┞ ｷﾐ Eｪ┞ヮデく 
 a)   have b)   is having c)  have had d)  are having 

                               Exercises   

         Correct The Verbs In Brackets: 

1- Hamad  (  train )  for the running race at the moment. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
2- My mother   ( work  )  in her office right now. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
3- My sister   ( talk )  on the  phone at present. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
4- I     ( do )    homework  now. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
5-  Look ! Ayed (  study   )  English  in his room. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
6- Listen !  the boys  (  shout  )  for help in the street . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
7- They   ( swim )  in the pool at the moment. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
8-  Today, I  (visit)  my grandparents in Kuwait City. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
9-   Sara ( read )  stories this afternoon. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
10- You (  sit )   In my place right now. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
11-  Do not forget you umbrella, it (  rain  ) at the moment. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
12 - Shhhhh! Be quiet!  John (sleep)  now. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
13-   I   ( travel )   to Mekka  this  week. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
14 -   What you  ( do ) right  today ? 

         ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ        
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Adverbs of Frequency          
 

 Frequency adverbs are often used to indicate routine or repeated activities, so they are 

often used with the present simple tense. 

be    モバプ ギバよ ヱ   ヶシゅシΙや モバヘャや モらホ ヶゎゅΑ 

They usually come before the main verb in a sentence: "I sometimes cook Italian food."  

They can also be found after 'be' verbs (Am, is, are) : "She is always early late for class. 

                                                                                          They are never pleased to see me 

                                                                                          He  isn't usually bad tempered 

Frequency  Adverb of Frequency  Example Sentence  

100%  always  I always go to bed before 11 p.m.  

90%  usually  I usually have cereal for breakfast.  

80%  normally / generally  I normally go to the gym.  

70%  often* / frequently  I often surf the internet.  

50%  sometimes  I sometimes forget my wife's birthday.  

30%  occasionally  I occasionally eat junk food.  

10%  seldom  I seldom read the newspaper.  

5%  hardly ever / rarely  I hardly ever tell lies.  

0%  never  I never cook food . 

Now choose the correct sentence: 

Denise eats sometimes out. 

Denise sometimes eats out. 

Arthur goes rarely to the movies on Tuesdays. 

Arthur rarely goes to the movies on Tuesdays. 

Marlize is seldom late for class. 

Marlize seldom is late for class. 

Mr. Mustafa 

Lizaan eats usually spaghetti for breakfast. 

Lizaan usually eats spaghetti for breakfast. 

Martha never sleeps at night. 

Martha sleeps never at night. 

Amy spends usually weekends away from home. 

Amy usually spends weekends away from home. 

 



Marilyn makes always her bed before leaving for school. 

Marilyn always makes her bed before leaving for school. 

John hardly ever is at home because he has a new girlfriend. 

John is hardly ever at home because he has a new girlfriend. 

1. I ________________ late on Saturdays. 
a. Get up usually                   b. Get usually up                           c. Usually get up 
2. Jared ______________ late for work. 
a. Never is                             b. Is never                 
3. _______________ on weekends? 
a. Often do you travel           b. Do you often travel                     c. Often you do travel 
 
 When a sentence contains more than one verb, place the adverb of frequency before the main verb. : 

They have often visited Europe. 

 When using an adverb of frequency in the negative or in forming a question, place it before the main verb.  

Do you usually get up so late? 

When we use an auxiliary verb (have, will, must, might, could, would, can, etc.), the adverb is placed between the 

auxiliary and the main verb. This is also true for to be. 

 Subject + auxiliary + adverb + main verb  

 She can sometimes beat me in a race.  

 I would hardly ever be unkind to someone.  

 They might never see each other again.  

 They could occasionally be heard laughing.  

 

We can use the following adverbs at the start of a sentence:Usually, normally, often, frequently, sometimes, occasionally 

 Occasionally, I like to eat Thai food. 

BUT we cannot use the following at the beginning of a sentence :Always, seldom, rarely, hardly, ever, never. 

We use hardly ever and never with positive, not negative verbs:  

 She hardly ever comes to my parties.  

 They never say 'thank you'. 

We use ever in questions and negative statements: 

 Have you ever been to New Zealand? 

 I haven't ever been to Switzerland. (The same as 'I have never been Switzerland'). 
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Forming questions   ( メやぽジャや リΑヲムゎ  ) 

Question words  ( ュゅヰヘわシΙや れやヱキや  ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ゥヲわヘヨャや メやぽジャや モヨハ るボΑゲヅ       ( Open Ended Questions) 

Question word   + auxiliary verb +  subject  +   main verb  + the rest of the sentence. 

1                            2                         3                        4                                      5 

( ュゅヰヘわシΙや りやキや)          ( ギハゅジョ モバプ)             ( モハゅプ)            (  ヴシゅシや  モバプ )                 ( るヤヨイャや ヴホゅよ) 

ゲヨわジヨャや ネケゅツヨャや リョコ  ( The Present continuous) 
                                             What         

1-  Fahd    is     eating    pizza    in a  restaurant    now. 
            What  is   Fahd  eating in a restaurant now? 
                                                                 where                  

1- Fahd    is     eating    pizza    in a  restaurant    now. 
     Where is Fahd eating pizza now? 
                                                                                        when                                                      

1- Fahd    is     eating    pizza    in a  restaurant    now. 
      When is Fahd eating pizza in a restaurant? 

Exercises 
 

2- The pupils are doing homework at home now. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………..………………………………………………… 

ゲヨわジヨャや ヴッゅヨャや リョコ          (The Past Continuous) 
                                                        What     where           when                                                     

3-   Mona    was     reading    a story   in the library    yesterday. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… Mr. Mustafa 

What       (¬ゅΑセΙや ラハ メゅシゎ)    やクゅョ        ゅョ \  

Where   (ラゅミョャや ラハ メゅシゎ)             ラΑや   

When     (ラゅョコャや ラハ メゅシゎ)      ヴゎョ       

Who         (ラゅシルΙや ラハ メゅシゎ)           ラョ   

Why          (ゆよシャや ラハ メゅシゎ)          やクゅョャ   

Which    (¬ゅΑセΙや ラハ メゅシゎ)    ゅョヰΑや       

 

How    ( るヤΑシヱャや ラハ メゅシゎ\ るボΑケヅャや )                                            Αミフ   

How old                               ケョバヤャ ュミ 

How many  ュミ キハ                                            

How much ュミ るΑョミ \ ュミ ラョを                           

How long           ュミ りキョャや るΑルョコャや \  ュミ メヱヅ  

How often                                                       ュミ りケョ  

How far                                    ュミ るプゅショャや  

 



                         ュゅわャや ネケゅツヨャや リョコ          (The Present Perfect) 

    4-     I   have    stayed    in Dubai    for two weeks. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-   Ali has   got three brothers. 
….……………………………………………………………………… 

                          テΒジらャや モらボわジヨャや リョコ          (The future simple) 
          

    5-  I   will    visit    my uncle    in London    Tomorrow. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

                       テΒジらャや ネケゅツヨャや リョコ  (The Present Simple ) 
                           Does + play 

6- Ali     plays       tennis    in the club    on Fridays. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

                          Do +  go 

7- We   go to school by car every day. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………..………………………………………………………………………………… 

                       テΒジらャや ヴッゅヨャや リョコ  (The Past Simple ) 
                                     did + watch 

8- Sara     watched   the film    at home  two hours ago. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
      9-  My father bought a car from Salmiya   yesterday. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
    10 - My sister sent  an e-mail to her friend last week. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Negative  ( ヴヘルャや キハやヱホ) 
 るョヤミ ゅワキバよ ノッル ∩ るタホゅル メゅバプや キヱィヱ キルハ    not (n't )     

1- I am American. 

................................................................................................................................ 

2- My father  is a policeman. 

................................................................................................................................ 

3- They are doing homework now. 

................................................................................................................................ 

4- My friends were watching TV yesterday at 5 o'clock. 

................................................................................................................................ 

5- Hamad was reading a story one hour ago. 

................................................................................................................................ 

6- The students will go on a camping trip tomorrow. 

................................................................................................................................ 

7- I can speak English very well. 

................................................................................................................................ 

8- You must wear the school uniform. 

................................................................................................................................ 

9- Mohammed has got an expensive car. 

................................................................................................................................ 

10- Remass could walk when she was one year old. 

................................................................................................................................ 

************************************************************************************************* 

1- Hamad plays football in the club. 

       Hamad doesn't play football in the club...................................................... 

2- The pupils play football in the club. 

       The pupils don't play football in the club. ................................................... 

3-  Asel likes reading storybooks . 

......................................................................................................................... 

4- My friends  like swimming and volleyball. 

................................................................................................................................ 

5- Sharks eat small fish. 

................................................................................................................................ 

6- Nora  types an e-mail to her friend. 

................................................................................................................................ 

7- Teachers help us at school. 

................................................................................................................................ 

8- Doctors give us medicine at hospital. 

................................................................................................................................ 

9- Fahd goes to school at 7:15 every day. 

................................................................................................................................ 

10- We go to school at 7:15 every day. 

................................................................................................................................ 

************************************************************************************************* 

1- Ahmed visited Kuwait Towers yesterday. 

    Ahmed didn't visit Kuwait Towers yesterday  

2- Mariem watched a new movie yesterday. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
3-People used to travel by camel in the past. 

................................................................................................................................ 

4-Mohammed finished his homework 2 hours ago. 

................................................................................................................................ 

5- I went to the USA last week. 

................................................................................................................................ 

6- Ali saw a car accident on the 6th ring road. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

Mr. Mustafa 

am 

is  

are 

was 

were 

has  

have 

had 

could            +        not ( n't ) 

should 

may 

might 

must 

will               will not    = won't     

 

 

 

 

     doesn't + メバヘャや ケキタョ 

   don't 

 

 

        ュキカゎシル                       

 

didn't + ケキタョ メバヘャや   

 
 



 Grammar unit 2-3   The Present perfect Tense( ュゅゎャや ネケゅッョャや ラョコ) 

                 (he- she-it ) キケヘョャや              has 

                                                                             p.p.              ( ゐャゅをャや フΑケタゎャや)                 : ラョ ラヱミゎΑ 
      (  I  -  we- you-they)  ノョィャや        have                 

     

 

      just  -    already   -    recently  -     for   -     since  -     yet      -   ever      -  never  れゅョヤミャや るャやキャや    :   

      やヱゎ     -      やキよや-     ラΙや メよホ-    ラΙや ヴゎェ-          クルョ-     りキョャ-            ゅをΑキェ-       メバヘャゅよ  
 

     

 

                                       ≒-     ゐキェ ラハ ケよバΑ メやコ ゅョ ヱや  (       ラΙや ヴヰゎルやヱ ヶッゅョャや ヶプ やキよ  やケョゎショ ロケをや ) :  

ュやキカゎシΙや 

Examples 

 

 Mona    has      just         finished    homework. 

  We       have  already    watched     that film. 

 Kuwait  has   recently    built       sky  scrapers. 
 

 We have lived in Kuwait  for  12  years. 

 We have lived in Kuwait since 2000. 
 

  Have you   ever  ridden  a horse ? 

  No, I have  never  ridden a horse. 
 

  have you played tennis yet ? 

  I haven't played tennis yet. 

          

                         

    

 

 

 

 

ゅワキバよ     :  るΑルョコャや りキョャや るΑやキよ         

  Since       yesterday 

   ( クルョ)       last week 

                   Monday 

                   March 

                   October 

                    2008 

                    five o'clock 

                    I was four.(るヤョィ) 

                    I left school.( るヤョィ) 

 ゅワキバよ  :るヤョゅミ るΑルョコ りキョ ) ュホケ (          

For          two minutes                  

( りキョャ)      three hours          

                four days 

                Five weeks 

                Six months 

                Seven years 

               a long time 

      ages /months/ days/weeks years 



             Exercises                       Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : 
  

1-  SWｷa    ぐぐぐぐぐくく    Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ  aﾗヴ デｴヴWW ｴﾗ┌ヴゲく 
 a)  have studied b)  has studied c)  study d)  is studying 

2-   I ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく ｴｷﾏ ゲｷﾐIW ﾉ;ゲデ ┞W;ヴく  
 a)   saw b)   hasn't seen c)  haven't seen d)  seen 

cooksvisits 3- TｴW ヮ┌ヮｷﾉゲ    ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく   ┞Wデく 
 a)    didn't come b) haven't  come c)   hasn't come 

playing 

d)   came 

4- H;┗W ┞ﾗ┌ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく D┌H;ｷ  ┞Wデい 

 a)    visited  b)   is visiting c)   visits d)   was visiting 

watchiping 5- ぐぐぐぐぐぐく  SｴW W┗Wヴ HWWﾐ Sｷ┗ｷﾐｪ い 

 a)   has b)   have   c)    are having d)   has had 

6- ぐくく ぐぐぐぐぐ ┞ﾗ┌ W┗Wヴ   ﾉｷ┗WS ｷﾐ  C;ﾐ;S;い 

 a)   has b)   have   c)    are having d)   has had 

7-   I  ｴ;┗W ﾐW┗Wヴ  ぐぐぐぐぐくく    Iｷｪ;ヴWデデWゲく 
 a)  are smoking b) smoked   c)   smoking d)  have smoked 

8-  AゲWﾉ  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ   ヴW;S デｴｷゲ ゲデﾗヴ┞  ゲｷﾐIW  ヲヰヰΓく 
 a)  have b)  has c)   is  d)  are  

9- TｴW SﾗIデﾗヴゲ ｴ;┗W ﾃ┌ゲデ  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく   デｴW ﾗヮWヴ;デｷﾗﾐく 
 a)   done b)   are doing c)  did d)  is doing 

10  M┞ a;デｴWヴ ｴ;ゲ  ;ﾉヴW;S┞   ぐぐぐぐぐくく    ｴﾗﾏWく 
 a)    has arrived b)  arrive c)   arrived d)  arriving  

11  TｴW┞     ぐぐぐぐぐく      SIｴﾗﾗﾉ ゲｷﾐIW  デ┘ﾗ ﾗろIﾉﾗIﾆく 
 a)   has left b)   leaving c)  is leaving d)  have left 

12  Marwa  hasn't  written    e に ﾏ;ｷﾉゲ デﾗ ｴWヴ aヴｷWﾐSゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐ く 
 a)   already b)   just c)  yet d)   for 

13  M┞ a;デｴWヴ ｴ;ゲ  ;ﾉヴW;S┞   ぐぐぐぐぐくく    ｴﾗﾏWく 
 a)    has arrived b)  arrive c)   arrived d)  arriving  

14  TｴW┞     ぐぐぐぐぐく      ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ゲｷﾐIW  デ┘ﾗ ﾗろIﾉﾗIﾆく 
 a)   has left b)   leaving c)  is leaving d)  have left 

15  H;ﾏ;S ;ﾐS W;ﾉWS  ぐぐぐぐぐぐ  ぐぐくく ｷﾐ デｴW ヮﾗﾗﾉ  ┞Wデく 
 a)   haven't swum b)   hasn't swum c)  didn't swim d)   swimming 

16  Aﾉｷ ｴ;ゲぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく Pﾉ;┞WS デWﾐﾐｷゲ ｷﾐ デｴW Iﾉ┌Hく 
 a)    yet b)  just c)   for d)  since  

17 WW ｴ;┗W ゲデ┌SｷWS Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  ヲヰヰヵく 
 a)    already b)  just c)   for d)  since  

18  S;ヴ; ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ  ヮ;ｷﾐデｷﾐｪ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく デｴヴWW ｴﾗ┌ヴゲく 
 a)    yet b)  just c)   for d)  since  

19  S;ヴ; ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ  ヮ;ｷﾐデｷﾐｪ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく デｴヴWW  ﾗろIﾉﾗIﾆく 
 a)    yet b)  already c)   for d)  since  

20  I ｴ;┗Wﾐげデ ゲWWﾐ デｴ;デ ﾏﾗ┗ｷW      ぐぐぐぐぐく       ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ デｷﾏWく 
 a)    yet b)  just c)   for d)  since  

21  M;ヴｷ;ﾏ   ｴ;ゲ  HWWﾐ デﾗ LﾗﾐSﾗﾐ  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  ﾉ;ゲデ Nﾗ┗WﾏHWヴく 
 a)    yet b)  already c)   for d)  since  

22  H;┗W ┞ﾗ┌ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  HWWﾐ デﾗ デｴW USAい 

 a)    yet b)  ever c)   for d)  since  



   Exercises  

         Correct The Verbs In Brackets: 

1- The visitors  already  ( arrive   )   to our house . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
2- My brother   (  not   finish  )   all his work yet . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
3- The camera   just  ( break  ) into pieces. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
4-  We ( see ) that movie   for   two  hours.  

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
5-   My father (  sleep  )   for eight hours. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
6-  Kuwait  (  build   ) hundreds  schools since 1912 . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
7-  I    ( swim )  in the pool   since   five o ' clock. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
8-   I   never  ( drink  )   Alcohol . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
9-   Have you ever ( speak ) French?. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
10-  The horse  ( eat )  for a long time. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
11-  We ( not  meet  )   Dr. Salem since I was  in grade five. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
12 - Anod   (  not eat  )  pizza  since last week. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
13-   I   ( not travel )   to Bahrain  since October. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
14 -  He(  is )  at this school  since 2010.   

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

15-  I  ( live )  in this house for ten years 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

16- Have you ever  ( win  ) a medal? 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

17-  Mariam (  know )  her best friend  since they were young. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

18- Seif and Mariam ( already  finish )  all the housework. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

19- Nora  (   just  buy  ) a new bag  

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

20 に The children  (  not wash )  their hands  yet. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

21-  I (  stay   )  in Mekka for two weeks. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 
Mr. Mustafa 



Present perfect + ever 
1-Ali      has acted in a play.           3-We have visited London. 

2-Mona hasn't acted in a play.      4-We haven't visited London. 

Ever  (    ラΙや モらホ )                 メやぽジャや ヶプ ヶゎゅゎ  

Have you ever eaten Italian food? 

Yes,      I have. 

No,        I haven’t. 
Have you ever visited a museum?                      ……………………………………………………. 
Have you ever been to another country?           ……………………………………………………. 
Have you ever acted in a play?                            ……………………………………………………. 
Have you ever made your own website?             ……………………………………………………. 
Have you ever lost something important?          ……………………………………………………. 
Have you ever eaten Italian food?                       …………………………………………………….  
Have you ever visited any caverns?                   ……………………………………………………. 
Have you ever participated in voluntary work? ……………………………………………………. 
Have you ever spoken to a native speaker of English? …………………………..………………. 
Have you ever  flown in a hot air balloon?        ……………………………………………………. 
Have you ever  watched a match in the stadium? …………………………………………………. 
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Questions         using the present perfect 

ゥヲわヘヨャや Open Ended Question 

Question word   + auxiliary verb +  subject  +   main verb  + the rest of the sentence. 
1                            2                             3                           4                                      5 

( ュゅヰヘわシΙや りやキや)          ( ギハゅジョ モバプ)             ( モハゅプ)            (  ヴシゅシや  モバプ )          ( るヤヨイャや ヴホゅよ) 
                                    where 
1-Sara   has  lived in Kuwait for 13 years. 
 

 Where has Sara lived for 13 years? 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
.                                                                            How long(  るΒレョゴャや りギヨャや ユミ ) 
1-Sara   has  lived in Kuwait for 13 years. 
 
How long has Sara lived in Kuwait? 
                                                      How long(  るΒレョゴャや りギヨャや ユミ ) 
 
1-Sara   has  lived in Kuwait since 2015. 
How long has Sara lived in Kuwait? 

Yes /No    question 

1-Sara   has  lived in Kuwait for 13 years. 
 Has  Sara   lived in Kuwait for 13 years? 
 

Exercises 

1- Mohammed has studied English since 3 o'clock. 

     * 

     * 

2- I have been in this school for three years.. 

  

  

3-I have played the guitar since I was five. 

  

  

4-My dad has bought a car from Salmiya. 

  

  

5-Remas has done homework at home. 

  

  

6- Fahad and Hamad have studied English for 8 years.  
Mr. Mustafa 



Expressing Purpose( チゲピャや /ょらジャや リハ ゲΒらバわャや) 

to,        in order to,        so that.  (  ヶムャ )  

These structures express purpose and answer the question why something is done. 

 to   +  モバプケギダョ     /////    We use 'to + infinitive' to say why we do something. 

In order to  + ケギダョ モバプ    

 In order not to+ ケギダョ モバプ 

                           Examples: I go to school to                        learn.           ( informal) 

                                                   I go to school in order to           learn.             ( formal ) 

                                               She studied hard to                   pass the tests.                               
.                                                     She studied  hard in order to    pass the tests. 

                                                    I went to the Avenues    to               buy clothes. 

                                                     I went to the Avenues   in order to   buy some clothes. 

                                             I woke up early In order not to miss the bus. 

 

**********************************************  
So that      It is normally followed by modal such as can /could/ will /would. 

              (    るヤヨィ )   A clause  + so that    +    a clause(     るヤョィ ) 

                  I study   hard     so that    I   can get high marks. 

                   I studied hard    so that    I   could get high marks. 

               He lives  in London so that he can improve his English.  

              He lived  in London  so that he could  improve  his English.  

We use so that + won’t / wouldn’t / don’t to say that one action will prevent another thing happening. 

 I’ve brought an umbrella so that I don’t / won’t get wet. 

 I took an umbrella so that I wouldn’t / didn't get wet. 

 

 
Mr. Mustafa 

 



Intensifiers           (  too  … るヘダャや…….to) //// ( so ……るヘダャや….. that) 
                                          Ι ヮルや るィケキャ やキィ                                               ラや るィケキャ やキィ 

too  … るヘダャや…….to   + モバプ ケギダョ  

so ……るヘダャや….. that + るヤョゅミ るヤヨィ ( るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ/  モバプ /モハゅプ)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can          (  ノΑヅゎシΑケキボΑ)  

Can't    ( ケキボΑ Ι  )ノΑヅゎシΑ Ι 

I can walk but I can't fly. 

I can do homework. 

I can't swim in the pool. 

I can play the drum but I can't play the guitar. 
1. I …………… speak English. 
2. I …………....write e mails. 
3. I ……………make a cake. 
4. I ……………..  fly a plane. 
5. I ………………drive a car. 
6. Ducks ________ swim.  
7. Babies ________ ride bikes.  
8. A dog ________ play tennis.  
9. Cats ________ fly.  

10.  ________ you help me? 
11. I´m full. I ________ eat any more.  
12.  Cheetahs ________ run very fast.  
13.  A spider ________ drive a car.  
14.  A fish ________ swim.  

 Animals ________ read.                                                           Mr. Mustafa 



 

Capitalization + Punctuation 
 

ヶワ ケΑよミ フケェよ やキよゎ ラや ゆィΑ ヶゎャや れゅョヤミャや 
 

≒-     ラゅシルΙや ュシや       Ali –Fahad –Hamad-Mohamed-Sara-Fawaz-Marwa-Khalid 

≪- るルΑキョャや ュシや-     London-Paris- Dubai-New York-Jahra-Hawalli- -Cairo Jeddah           

≫-  るャヱキャや ュシやKuwait- France-Egypt-Saudi Arabia-Emirates-Bahrain                  
Africa- Asia- Europe-North America-Australia                                りケゅボャや ュシや -4          -       

Saturday- Sunday-Monday-Friday                                                  ュゅΑΙや ¬ゅョシや -5          -     

January-February-March-October-December                            ケヱヰセャや ¬ゅョシや- 6          -  

-7                                                                    るΑョャゅハ れゅョドルョ ¬ゅョシやNASA   UNESCO    UN 

-8                  るΑシルィャやヱ るピヤャや    English –German –French-Italian-Kuwaiti-American-Egyptian 

8-            ∬-- ゅルや   ヶルバョよ        るョヤミ  

≒≡  - やメやぼシャや ヱや るヤョィャや メヱや ヶプ ヶゎほゎ るョヤミ ヵ 
 

Punctuation ( れゅョΚハ ュΑホケゎャや ) 

 

≒- ケΑよミ フケェよ メやぼシャや ヱや るヤョィャや ぺキよル  

 

≪--∨ ュゅヰヘゎシや るョΚバよ メやぼシャやヱ . ゆ るヤョィャや ヶヰルル  

- 
≫- メをョ ゅヰΑャや ロゅよゎルΙや ゆィΑ れやケゅタゎカや ポゅルワ  

 

√-¬ゅョシΙや ラョ るヤシヤシ ラΑよ ∩ ノッヱゎ  

  
∽-"     " ケセゅよョャや ュΚミャやヱ ソΑタルゎャや れゅョΚハ ノッヱゎ  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Mustafa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1- My father bought a car last Saturday. 
Where do you live? 

2- Fahad  stayed in Dubai in October. 
Do you speak  English? 

3- I'll       He's      They're        won't      can't     Ali's       let's 
 

4- I bought a bag, a pen , a book and a ruler. 
 

5- My friend said, "     I lived in London last year." 



 

Grammar- Unit 4 
The Past Simple Tense( ヅΑシよャや ヴッゅョャや ラョコ) 

       Form : The second form of the verb.              るΑゅヰル ヶプ                      るプゅッや ュゎΑヱ ネケゅッョャや メバヘャや   メミセャや ヱワ ヶルゅをャやメバヘヤャ  ラΑヱミゎャや :  

       Use    : We use it to talk about completed actions in the past.                                 ゎルや ヱ ぺキよ ゐキェ ラハ ケよバΑ ヶッゅョャや ヶプ ヴヰ :  ュやキカゎシΙや 

 

           Play                                              played                                             ュドゎルョャや メバヘャや るΑゅヰル ヴプ                 フゅッΑ 
           arrive                                           arrived                  e   フケェよ ヴヰゎルΑ ンクャや ュドゎルョャや メバヘャや るΑゅヰル ヴプ                 フゅッΑ           
           study                                           studied    ラミゅシ ゅヰヤよホ  Y     フケェよ ヴヰゎルΑ ンクャや   ュドゎルョャや メバヘャや るΑゅヰル ヴプ                 フゅッΑ           

 
 

 : メをョ   メゅバプΙや フΑケタゎ メヱキィ ラョ ゅヰドヘェル ラぺ ゆィΑ るョドゎルョ ケΑピャや メゅバプΙや 
 

 

      1   ネケゅッョ               2 ヴッゅョ                  3  ゐャゅを フΑケタゎ      1 ネケゅッョ                  2  ヴッゅョ               3 ゐャゅを フΑケタゎ 

      go            went            gone                                   am / is               was           been 

      see            saw             seen       are            were          been 

     eat             ate              eaten        do / does did             done 

     come        came          come        has / have        had            had 

     buy            bought      bought 

 

      

 

     

              yesterday  -      last   -      ago    -         in the past  -       in 2005            :   るャやキャや れゅョヤミャや           
                      サョぺ   -         ュゅハ ヴプ≪≡≡∽      -           ヴッゅョャや ヴプ-        クルョ-    ペよゅシャや  

 

    

 
 

Examples 
 

 I   played  football in the club yesterday. 

 Ahmed  visited  Kuwait Towers  last week.. 

 The pupils  finished homework two hours ago . 

 My father went to the USA in 2010. 

 People wrote  letters to one another  in  the past. 

 Mariam  bought a car last year.                                                         Mr. Mustafa 

ed 

 -ed 
 

-d 
 

-ied 

 



 

                          Exercises   

    Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d. 
    

1-  H;ﾏ;S    ぐぐぐぐぐぐく  ｴｷゲ デWWデｴ HWaﾗヴW ゲﾉWWヮｷﾐｪ ┞WゲデWヴS;┞く 
 a)  brushes b)  brushed c)  brush d)  brushing 

2- S;ﾉ┘; ぐぐぐぐぐぐ  デｴ; ｴ;ヴヮ  ﾉ;ゲデ MﾗﾐS;┞く  
 a)   played b)   play c)   playing d)  plays 

3- SｴW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  ; ｪﾗﾉS ﾏWS;ﾉ ｷﾐ ヲヰヱヱく 
 a)   win b)  won c)  wins  d)   winning 

4- M┞ a;デｴWヴ ぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  W- mails to his friends one hour ago. 

 a)   sends b)  sent c)   send d)   sending 

5- The car .................. suddenly in Hawally last night. 

 a)   stop b)   stops c)   has stopped d)  stopped 

6- H;ﾏ;S  ぐぐぐぐぐく  デﾗ デｴW  C;ﾐ;S; ｷﾐ デｴW ヮ;ゲデく 
 a)   goes b)   go c)   went d)   gone 

7-  M┞ ﾏﾗデｴWヴ   ぐぐぐぐぐくく  SWﾉｷIｷﾗ┌ゲ I;ﾆW ┞WゲデWヴS;┞く 
 a)  makes b)   made c)  making d)  make 

8-  AﾐﾗS  ぐぐぐぐぐぐ  ヮｷ┣┣; ｷﾐ ; ヴWゲデ;┌ヴ;ﾐデ  デｴヴWW S;┞ゲ ;ｪﾗく 
 a)  ate b)   eat c)   eating d)  eats  

9- M┞ ┌ﾐIﾉW  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく  Iﾐ Eｪ┞ヮデ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮ;ゲデく 
 a)   lives b)   living c)  has lived d)  lived 

10  I  ぐぐぐぐぐぐくく   ;デ  ヱヱ ﾗろIﾉﾗIﾆ  ┞WゲデWヴS;┞ W┗Wﾐｷﾐｪく 
 a)  sleep b)  slept c)  have slept d)  sleeping 

11 Iﾐ ヲヰヱヱが  I ぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  ; Hｷｪ HｷヴデｴS;┞ ヮ;ヴデ┞く 
 a)   have b)   having c)  had d)  has 

12 ┞WゲデWヴS;┞ が Tﾗﾏ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  ; ﾉﾗ┗Wﾉ┞ ヮｷIデ┌ヴWく 
 a)  paint b)  paints c)  have painted d)  painted 

13  K┌┘;ｷデ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく  ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮ;ゲデく 
 a)   built b)   is  building c)  builds d)  has built 

14 I ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく  SIｴﾗﾗﾉ ;デ ヱぎンヵ ┞WゲデWヴS;┞く 
 a)   leave b)    has left c)  is leaving d)  left 

15  M┞ ﾏﾗデｴWヴ   ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく  ﾏW ; ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ┘ｴWﾐ I passed the tests. 

 a)   gives b)   gave c)  given d)  giving 

16 HW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  Dヴく S;ﾉWﾏ ｷﾐ デｴW ｴﾗゲヮｷデ;ﾉ  ┞WゲデWヴS;┞く 
 a)   saw b)   sees c)  has seen d)  seeing 

17 Aﾉｷ aｷﾐｷゲｴWS ｴﾗﾏW┘ﾗヴﾆが ┘;デIｴWS デｴW ﾏ;デIｴ ;ﾐS ぐぐぐぐぐくく  デﾗ HWSく 
 a)   go b)   is going c)  went d)  gone 

18 I ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ   Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ┘ｴWﾐ I ┘;ゲ  ゲｷ┝ ┞W;ヴゲ ﾗﾉSく 
 a)   study b)   studies c)  studying d)  studied 

19 WW ┗ｷゲｷデWS デｴW SIｷWﾐデｷaｷI CWﾐデヴW ;ﾐS ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく  Pｴﾗデﾗゲく 
 a)   take b)   took c)  taken d)  takes 

20 My family went to Bahrain and ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ   ﾗﾐW ┘WWﾆ デｴWヴWく 
 a)    are staying b)   stayed c)  have stayed d)  stay 

     Mr. Mustafa               



   Exercises  

         Correct The Verbs In Brackets: 

1- Dinosaurs   ( live )  on earth in  the past. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
2- My mother  ( help )  me  with the difficult questions yesterday . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
3- Sara (visit ) her grandparents last Fridays. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
4- I ( use ) to wear shorts in the past. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
5- Ayed (  answer  ) all the questions  in the exam last Sunday. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
6- I ( learn  )  how to swim from the instructor  in 2009. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
7- Adel ( go )  to  Failaka Island in 2012. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
8- Hamad  (  lose )  his laptop in the mall  three hours ago. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
9- The baby  ( come )  home late  last night. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
10- My  father ( give ) me allowance yesterday. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
11-  My uncle ( drive )  the car fast to Kuwait City yesterday. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
12 - Salem  (  swim  ) in the lake  last week. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
13- My grandfather ( buy )  a  villa in Fahaheel  in 2007. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
14- Anod ( wake up)   late yesterday. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
15- My sister ( has ) a stomach ache  last Sturday. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
16-  My little sister  ( break ) my camera yesterday. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
17- Ali  (  find )  a golden necklace   in the street last month. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

 18- The pupils  ( write )    reports  one hour ago. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

19- Salwa (  do ) the dishes last night.                              Mr. Mustafa 



Past  simple)            Yes/No   Questions 

Did you go to London? 

Yes, I did. 

No , I didn't. 

Exercise 

1. Did you play games yesterday?........................................................ 

2. Did you go shopping?....................................................................... 

3. Did you swim in the pool? ............................................................... 

4. Did you stay in a hotel? .................................................................... 

5. Did you help your mum yesterday? .................................................. 

6. Did you watch TV? ........................................................................... 

7. Did you win a race? ......................................................................... 

Ask a Question 

ヮヤョィャや ヶホゅよ +ュゅヰヘゎシや りやキや + キハゅショ メバプ +メハゅプ+ ヶシゅシや メバプ ? 

  1                2         3          4                 5              

Where did you travel?                                 I travelled to Dubai. 

Whom did you travel with?                        I travelled with my family. 

What   did you visit?                                    I visited Khalifa Tower. 

Where did you stay?                                    I stayed in a hotel. 

How long did you stay?                               I stayed for a week. 
1- Hamad watched a film yesterday. 

................................................................................................................. 

2.My father saw a car accident last week in Hawalli. 

................................................................................................................. 

3.Basmala went to Egypt by plane with dad. 

................................................................................................................. 

4.Israa finished her homework 2 hours ago. 

................................................................................................................. 

5. I bought three books last month. 

................................................................................................................. 

6.This dress costed 50 kd. 

................................................................................................................. 

7.Adham found his mobile on his desk. 

................................................................................................................. 

8.My mum made a delicious cake yesterday. 

................................................................................................................. 

9.Mahmoud wrote a letter to his friend. 

................................................................................................................. 

10. I stayed in Cairo for 2 months. 

................................................................................................................. 

11. I visited my friend because he was ill.                                                                 Mr. Mustafa 

Did you study for the test? 

Yes , I did. 

No ,I didn't. 



 

 (Past  simple + used to )   -                 Negative 

1.I played football with my friends yesterday. 

................................................................................................................. 

2.Salma went to Aqua park with her family. 

................................................................................................................. 

3.Sarah surfed the internet to get information. 

................................................................................................................. 

4.They listened to music last week. 

................................................................................................................. 

5.Scientists invented many useful inventions. 

................................................................................................................. 

6.Mariam painted a nice picture. 

................................................................................................................. 

7.Seif sent e-mails to his pen friend. 

................................................................................................................. 

8.My uncle worked in an oil company. 

................................................................................................................. 

 9.Fahad met his classmates in the park. 

................................................................................................................. 

10. My father drove the car very fast. 

................................................................................................................. 

11. I saw a car accident on the high way. 

................................................................................................................. 

12.The teacher explained the lesson for us. 

................................................................................................................. 

13.Adel bought  a new big house with a garden. 

................................................................................................................. 

14.Hassa was in his uncle's farm.  

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
15. We were in London last year. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

16.Ali used to eat fast food. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

17.My father used to drive fast on the road.  

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
18.I used to sleep early when I was young. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

19.Arwa lost her hand bag in the market. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

20. We had a good time in Sharm el Sheikh. 

 
Mr. Mustafa 

 



 

Past simple passive ( メヱヰィョヤャ ヶルよョャや)   

.ヅボプ ゐキェャや ヱワ ュヰョャや めセャや ラヱミΑ ヱ フケバョ ケΑビ ヱや ュヰョ ケΑビ メハゅヘャや ラヱミΑ ゅョキルハ メヱヰィョヤャ ヶルよョャや ュキカゎシル  

≫-     メヱバヘョ≪- メバプ     ≒-    メハゅプ  

1-Fahad watched a movie  yesterday. 

A movie    was  watched yesterday. 

3- My mum helped Sarah with her homework. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

4- Graham Bell invented  the telephone . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

5-We saw an accident last week. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
6-Ahmed Zuwail  won a Nobel Prize in 1999. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
7-A car hit a young boy yesterday. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
8-Salem bought a car in 2016. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
9-Leonardo Da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa many years ago. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

10-The ancient Egyptians built the pyramids 7000 years ago. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

11-China planted rice widely the last few years. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

12-They made paper from plants. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

13-The police used the internet to find the criminal. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

14-They opened new branches of  Hardees restaurants 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

15-Alexander Fleming  discovered  Penicillin  many years ago.  

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

16-They started their journey in July . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
17- Falah phoned his friends to attend the party. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
18-The government opened a new school 
Mr. Mustafa 

≒- キキェル¬やコィや ヱ メバヘャや ヱ メハゅヘャや  : るヤョィャや メヱバヘョャや 

≪-メハゅヘャや フクェル 

≫-メヱバヘョャゅよ ぺキよル 

√-りキハゅボャや ペよヅル 



 

The past Continuous Tense( ケョゎショャや ヴッゅョャや ラョコ) 

                             (  I - he- she-it ) キケヘョャや             was   

            + Verb ing                                           ラヱミゎΑ : ラョ                           

                                 (  we- you-they)  ノョィャや               were            

       

                                                      When     -       While / as       :                    るャやキャや れゅョヤミャや  
                                                        ゅョキルハ        -       ゅョルΑェ 
 

        

                                                                                                ュやキカゎシΙや     : ヴッゅョャや ヴプ るΑルョコ りケゎプ ケョゎシや ゐキェ ラハ ケよバΑ  
 

Examples 

 

      I           was    watching    the match yesterday  evening ( for two hours). 

       We       were    playing    games   yesterday at 5 o'clock.  
     What   were you doing   yesterday  at   5 o ' clock? 

      

 

     While      I was     reading  a story , my father arrived. 

     While  we were   eating , the bell   rang. 

      

 

     When   I    saw   the shark , I   was   swimming. 

      When dad  phoned ,   you     were   sleeping. 

        

                                   Exercises  
    

1-  WｴｷﾉW I ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくが I aWﾉﾉ Sﾗ┘ﾐく 
 a)  played b)  playing c)  was playing d)  were playing 

2- M┞ ﾏﾗデｴWヴぐぐく ぐぐぐぐぐく  WｴWﾐ I I;ﾏW ｴﾗﾏWく  
 a)   cooking b)   was cooking c)   cooked d) cooks 

cooksvisits 3- TｴW ヮﾗﾉｷIW ゲデﾗヮヮWS デｴWﾏ ┘ｴｷﾉW デｴW┞  ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  a;ゲデく 
 a)   driving b)  drove c)   was  driving d)   were driving 

4- TｴW H;H┞   ぐぐぐぐぐぐ ぐ    ┘ｴWﾐ I ;ヴヴｷ┗WSく 
 a)    were sleeping 

crying 

b)   was sleeping 

crying 

c)   slept d)   sleeps 

watchiping 5- TｴW I;ヴ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく ┗Wヴ┞ a;ゲデ ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW ;IIｷSWﾐデ ｴ;ヮヮWﾐWSく 
 a)   was running b)   is  running c)    ran d)  has run  

6-  WｴｷﾉW H;ﾏ;S ┘;ゲ W;デｷﾐｪ  Sﾐ;Iﾆゲが   デｴW HWﾉﾉ ぐぐぐぐぐく 
 a)   rings b)   rang c)   is ringing d)  rung 



7-   S;ヴ; ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく  ｴﾗﾏW┘ﾗヴﾆ ┘ｴWﾐ ﾏ┌ﾏ I;ﾉﾉWS ｴWヴく 
 a)  is doing b) was  doing c)   did d)  were doing 

8-  R;ゲｴｷS   ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ   デｴW ;IIｷSWﾐデ  ┘ｴｷﾉW  ｴW ┘;ゲ ┘;ﾉﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲデヴWWデく 
 a)  see b)   is seeing c)   saw d)  sees  

9-  WｴｷﾉW デｴW ヮ┌ヮｷﾉゲ   ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく  が   デｴW┞ ｴW;ヴS  ;  ゲIヴW;ﾏく 
 a)   playing b)   was playing c)  play d)  were playing 

10  I  ぐぐぐぐぐくく     ﾏ┞ ﾉWゲゲﾗﾐゲ ┘ｴWﾐ ┌ﾐIﾉW  ┗ｷゲｷデWS ┌ゲく 
 a)   was studying 

walking 

b)  studied c)   studies d)  am studying 

walking  11   M┞ a;デｴWヴ ｴ┌ヴデ ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa  WｴｷﾉW  ｴW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ﾏW;デく 
 a)   cutting b)   was cutting c)  is cutting d)  are cutting 

12  WｴWﾐ  I ﾏWデ F;ｴS が I  ぐぐぐぐぐぐく  ﾗﾐ デｴW HW;Iｴく 
 a)   run b)   was running 

having 

c)  were running d)  am running 

                               Exercises   

         Correct The Verbs In Brackets: 

1-While  Hamad  ( do ) homework ,  the light  ( go ) off. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
2- My mother   ( work  )  in her office when I  ( arrive ). 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
3- When I  ( call  )  you , I   ( watch )   the movie. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
4- While the engineers  ( work ) , it  ( rain  )  heavily. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  

5-  We (  wait )  for the ferry  when  we (  see  ) a big bird. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
6- My uncle   ( drive  ) fast when we have an accident. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
7- As they  (  dive )  ,  sharks  (attack )  them . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
8-  While Abdullah  (  send )  e mails,  the computer (  break )  down  . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
9-  Sheikha  (  shop  )   when she  ( see ) her friends. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
10-   When we  ( meet )  Salwa , we   ( walk)  on the beach. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
11-   As  they (  have ) lunch ,  the doorbell  rang  . 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
12 に While Aziz  (  stretch ) , the couch (  call )  him. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
13-  Hanan  (  play  ) the violin when Sara (  ask  ) her a question. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  
14 -  They  ( sleep )  when a thief  (  break )  into their house. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

15-   Mohamed   (  fall )  off   while he  (  ride  )  his bike. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 
Mr. Mustafa 



 

Grammar Unit 5 

 

Comparative and superlative adjectives 

 
 Adjectives     ( るヘダャや) Comparative ( るルケゅボヨャや) Superlative (モΒツヘわャや) 

      
 old older                         than The    oldest 
 hot hotter                        than The    hottest 
 big bigger                        than The    biggest 
 small smaller                      than The    smallest 
 nice nicer                          than The    niceest 
 cheap cheaper                      than The    cheapest 
 few fewer                        than The    fewest 
 deep deeper                      than The    deepest 
 high higher                       than The    highest 
    
 important more  important         than The  most       important 
 beautiful more  beautiful          than The most        beautiful 
 expensive more  expensive than The  most       expensive 
    
 good better The best 
 bad worse The worst 
 far farther The farthest 
1. I am ___________ (tall) than  my sister. 

2. Computers are ___________ (cheap) than mobile phones. 

3. Bicycles are ___________ (slow) than cars. 

4. Our dog is ___________ (nice) than your dog. 

5. Is your brother ___________ (old) than you? 

6. Sharks are ___________ (dangerous) than  other fish. 

7. My house is ___________ (larger)than your house. 

8. A swordfish is ________ (fast) than a jellyfish. 

9. I think Spanish is ___________ (easy) than Japanese. 

10. I want to have a  ___________ (big) car. 

11. This car is ___________ (comfortable) than  yours. 

12. A Mercedes is ________ (expensive) than a Fiat. 

13. I am ___________ (strong)  than you. 

14. My hair is ________ (long) than yours. 

15. Elaine is ________ (wise) than  her sister. 

16. Tony is ________ (happy) than Max. 

17. Health is ________ (important)  than money. 

************************************************************************** 

26. London is the ___________ (big) city in England. 

3. Cycling is one of  the ___________ (dangerous) sports. 

19. My brother wanted the  ___________ (expensive) trainers in the shop. 

24. The sea is the  ___________ (large) a lake. 

23. Mount Everest is the ___________ (high) mountain in the world. 

23. The ant is the  ________ (small) insect.                                                 Mr. Mustafa 



 ゅョギレハヱゅジわΑ ヵラゅゃΒセ  ュギガわジル るヘダャや ザヘル ヶプ  

         as  …れゅプゅッや ラヱキよ るヘタャや…..  as (  メをョ) 
Fahad is 13 years old.  Hamad is 13 years old. 

Fahad is as old as Hamad. 

 

My car is expensive. Your car is expensive.. 

My car is as expensive as your car. 

 

ゅョギレハ Ι ヱゅジわΑ ヵラゅゃΒセ ュギガわジル るヘダャや ザヘル ヶプ(ゲカΙや ヶヤハ ベヲヘわΑ ゅヨワギェや )  

 not  as  …れゅプゅッや ラヱキよ るヘタャや…..  as (  メをョ サΑャ) 
 

Cars are not as fast as planes.                                ( planes are faster) 

Camels are not as big as elephants.                       ( elephants are bigger) 

London is not as hot as Kuwait.                              ( Kuwait is hotter) 

Silver is not as expensive as gold.                          ( gold is lore expensive) 
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Grammar Unit 6 

Tag Questions        メΑクョャや  メやぼシャや 
 

We use question tags ( mini questions) at the end of sentences, to ask for information,  

to check information or to make a question sound polite. 

 

1. HW ｷゲ ┞ﾗ┌ヴ HヴﾗデｴWヴがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐい 

2. SｴW ┘;ゲ ヴW;Sｷﾐｪがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐくい 

3. TｴW┞ ┘WヴWﾐろデ ゲデ┌S┞ｷﾐｪがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐくい 

4. WW ｴ;┗Wﾐろデ ｪﾗデ Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ ﾏﾗﾐW┞がぐぐぐぐくくい 

5. Yﾗ┌ ;ヴWﾐろデ  S;┌Sｷ Aヴ;Hｷ;ﾐがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくい 

6. You 've HWWﾐ デﾗ LﾗﾐSﾗﾐがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくい 

7. I I;ﾐ ゲｷデ ｴWヴWがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐくい 

8. WW ｴ;┗W W;デWﾐ ﾉ┌ﾐIｴがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐい 

9. WW ｴ;┗W  ﾉ┌ﾐIｴ がぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐくくい 

10. HW ｴ;ゲ ｪﾗデ ; ﾐｷIW ﾃ;IﾆWデがぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐくくい 

11. HW ｴ;ゲ     ; ﾐｷIW ﾃ;IﾆWデがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐくい 

12. TｴW┞ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ デﾗ B;ｴヴ;ｷﾐがぐぐぐぐくくぐぐくくい 

13. you are  C;ﾐ;Sｷ;ﾐがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐい 

14. Yﾗ┌ Sﾗﾐろデ ゲ┘ｷﾏがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくい 

15. SｴW SﾗWゲﾐろデ ゲヮW;ﾆ FヴWﾐIｴがぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくくい 

16. HW  SｷSﾐろデ  ｴ;┗W ; I;ヴがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくい 

******************************************************** 
17. F;ｴ;S ヴW;Sゲ Hﾗﾗﾆゲがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐくい 

18. Mﾗﾐ;  ヮﾉ;┞WS デWﾐﾐｷゲがぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐくい 

19. The ヮ┌ヮｷﾉゲ ゲデ┌S┞ aﾗヴ デｴW デWゲデがぐぐぐぐぐぐくい 

20. Tｴ;デろゲ ﾗ┌ヴ ﾐW┘ デW;IｴWヴがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐい 

21. Iデ デ;ﾆWゲ ; ﾉﾗﾐｪ デｷﾏWがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐい 

22. Tｴ;デ Iﾗ┌ﾉSﾐろデ HW デヴ┌Wがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐくくい 

23. SﾗﾏWﾗﾐW ﾉWaデ デｴW Sﾗﾗヴ ﾗヮWﾐがぐぐぐぐぐぐい 

24. I ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS IﾗﾏW W;ヴﾉ┞がぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐくくい 

25. AﾐﾐW Iﾗ┌ﾉSﾐろデ ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくい 

26. Kuwait is rｷIｴがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐい 

27. H;ﾏ;Sろゲ ヮ;ヴWﾐデゲ ;ヴW Hﾗデｴ デW;IｴWヴゲがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくい 

28. Mﾗゲデ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ K┌┘;ｷデ ｴ;┗W ゲﾐ;Iﾆゲ ;デ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉがぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくい 

 

 

Mr. Mustafa 

 

 

 



 

Adjectives Order 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Mustafa 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(A) Complete the sentences with the right order of the given adjectives: 
1- My father bought a white/square/small villa for us. 
………………………………………………..................................……………..... 
2- Salma gave me a wooden/beautiful/blue box. 
……………………………………...............……………….................................... 
3- I made a green/huge/delicious salad. 
……………………………………………………………………........................... 
4- They bought wooden/ strong/ big chairs. 
..................................................................................................................................... 
5- The coach gave golden/precious/huge medals to the winners. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
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Composition 
 

Composition 

Composition 

Composition 

Composition 
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compositions for 

 

Grade 8 
 

first & second periods 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grade  8              1-COMPOSITION 

Write a report of two paragraphs (10 sentences) about" Keeping Fit "and the 

importance of practicing a sport.  

 with the help of the following guide words. 

How to keep fit 

First idea: (important- walking - football - take stairs – do sport-healthy food-study better)  

Types of exercises 

Second Idea:  (types, exercise- aerobic, heart - resistance – muscles-stretching,cool down) 

 plan your writing here 

 

 

1-                                                                          1- 

2-                                                                          2- 

3-                                                                          3- 

4-                                                                          4- 

5-                                                                           5-        

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐ

くくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ
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Grade8       2-COMPOSITION  

Write   an  account  of two paragraphs(eight sentences) t about : “ Advantages 
and disadvantages of vegetarian  diet". The following guide words may help you. 

 First Idea      :                    the advantages of vegetarian diet 

(  important,healthy diet- avoid obesity-heart diseases-antioxidents-fiber digestion-vitamin c-energy   ) 

 Second Idea  :                   the disadvantages of a vegetarian diet 

(  affect badly-low calcium,iron-vitaminD-low protein-balanced diet-variety of foods-support body ) 
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Grade8       3-COMPOSITION  

Write   an  account  of two paragraphs(eight sentences)  about : “ healthy 
lifestyle". The following guide words may help you. 

 First Idea      :                    healthy  diet 

(  important, balanced diet- vegetables-fruit-green tea-water-avoid fast food-fizzy drinks   ) 

 Second Idea  :                   doing a sport regularly 

(  exercise daily-keep fit -flexible-walking easy-study better-types of exercise- sleep 8 hours  ) 
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Grade8       4-COMPOSITION  

Plan and write a report  of two paragraphs (10 sentences)  (   Space )   

Why astronauts  travel into space 

first Idea : astronaut ,live/shuttle / life- camping/ take you need/ special equipment/ rubbish 

how to live in space 

second idea: food tins dried/drink straw/no chairs/things float-zero gravity/ special suit/  

                               parachutes oxygen/would like astronaut /interesting. 
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Grade8      5- COMPOSITION  

Plan and write  a report of two paragraphs of (10 sentences)  about (   travelling to another 

country) with your family.write about everything you saw and did. 

The following words and phrases may help you. 

                                           Preparation for travelling 

first idea       :    Abu Dhabi/ family / aero plane/passport  , money/ hotel / week.  

                                           Activities you did there 

 Second idea :   weather / skyscrapers/ museums / shopping/ happily. 
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ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐくぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  

Mr. Mustafa ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐ 



Grade8      6- COMPOSITION  

Write  a report of two paragraphs (10) sentences about: “ Pearl Diving" 

 with the help of the following guide words. 

Kuwait economy in the past 

     First  Idea: (famous – oil – past - pearl – small gems- oyster– sign wealth)   

                                                  Preparation for pearl diving 

     Second Idea :( Japan, cheaper - divers ,  nose clip –dhow,beach- festival, singing) 

 

 

 

 

 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐくぐぐくくぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐくくぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐくぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくくくくくくくくくくぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
Mr. Mustafa 



Grade8      7- COMPOSITION  

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs  (10 sentences)  about (   Disabled People )with the help 

of the following guide words: 

Their nature and  achievements 

 First Idea : equal/ successful /famous sport stars/never give up/ work hard/help find career 

                                                                 How to help them 

Second Idea :face life/newspaper- problems/ success/ schools/jobs/change ideas/positive way. 

 

 

 

 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく

くぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐくぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐ 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ Mr. Mustafaぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 



 

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs about  life in Kuwait in the past and nowadays 

Lifestyle-food-clothes-entertainment-jobs-transportation-types of houses-educationねtools 

;ﾐS SW┗ｷIWゲぐWデI 

First idea :  Kuwait in the past 

 

Second idea:   Kuwait nowadays 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Tourist attraction 
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1. READING COMPREHENSION ( 20 Marks ) 
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 
               An ocean is a large body of  salt water. It can be divided into three zones, or layers. The deeper 
the water, the colder it  gets because sunlight reaches only the water near the ocean's surface. 
 
       The top layer of the ocean is called the sunlit zone. The temperature in this zone starts from 40 
ºC to -3 °C. It is lit by enough sunlight for plants to grow. All plants and most marine animals live in 
this zone. Whales live here because they need to swim to the surface to breathe air. Some fish here have 
special shapes to protect them from predators. A predator is an animal that eats another animal for food.  
 

           The ocean is colder in the twilight zone. In this area there is not enough light for plants to grow. 
Fewer sea animals are found here than in the sunlit zone. Jellyfish and octopuses are often found here. 
 

         It is very dark and cold in the midnight zone. No plants grow in it. Animals that live in this zone 
have sharp teeth and big jaws. Others, such as the ratfish, have large eyes to see in the dark. Ratfish 
swim along the bottom of the ocean and eat smaller sea animals, such as shrimp and sea stars. 
 
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : ( 4 X 2½ = 10 ) 
 
23) The best title for the passage could be…………………………… 

a. Life in the Ocean     b. The Sunlight zone 
c. The Twilight Zone     d. The Marine Animals 

 
24) The main idea of the (1st) paragraph is …………………………… 

a. Fish that have special shapes    b. Information about an ocean 
c. Plants that grow in the midnight zone  d. Animals that live in the midnight zone 

 
25) The underlined word It in the (1st) paragraph refers to…………………………… 

a. salt        b. body 
c. ocean       d. water 

 
26) The underlined word grow in the ( 2nd) paragraph means ………………………… 

a. get colder      b. get warmer 
c. get bigger      d. get smaller 

 
B) Answer the following questions : ( 4 X 2½ = 10 ) 
27) Why do whales live in the sunlit zone? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
28) What is the temperature in the sunlit zone? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
29) What are the animals that live in the twilight zone? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
30) Where do ratfish swim? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Mr. Mustafa 
 



 
2- Reading Comprehension (20 Marks) 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 
 
      Hundreds of years ago, it was possible to use natural material for making our clothes. Both 
plants and animals supply us with these materials such as wool, cotton, silk, leather and fur. 
Wool was used for making clothes because it  was the most common material for making clothes 
in Europe. 
     Cotton has been used for three thousand years to make clothes especially in warm countries. 
The cloth made from cotton plant is very soft, cool and comfortable. In the past, cotton clothes 
were so expensive that only rich people could buy them. 
 
      In the twentieth century, scientists could make artificial materials for making clothes. Nylon 
and polyester are well known examples. These are much better than natural ones in many ways. 
For example, they are cheaper and easier to wash. In addition, they last longer and can be mixed 
with cotton and wool to produce a cloth that looks natural and easy to take care of. 
       Nowadays, clothes are made in modern factories. These factories make many styles for all 
people. Some factories make special clothes, like sports clothes or ones for firemen. Now, all 
types of clothes are available at the markets. 
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: ( 4X2½=10 ) 
 
23- The best title for the passage could be…………………………… 

a- Nylon And Polyesters                                                b- Making Sports Clothes 
c- Materials For Making Clothes                                   d- Modern Factories For Clothes 

 
24-The underlined pronoun “it” in the 1st paragraph refers to…… 

a- cotton                                                                          b- fur 
c- leather                                                                         d- wool 

 
25.The underlined word “mixed” in the 3rd paragraph means ….. 

a- put together                                                                 b- lasted longer 
c- worked together                                                          d- broke down 

 
26. The underlined word “modern” in the 4th paragraph is OPPOSITE to….. 

a- special                                                                         b- natural 
c- old                                                                                d- available 

B) Answer the following questions: (4X2½=10 Marks) 
 
27.Where did people get natural materials from for making clothes? 
…………………………………………………………………………………. . 
28.How long has cotton been used for making clothes? 
…………………………………………………………………………………. . 
29.Why couldn’t poor people buy cotton clothes in the past? 
…………………………………………………………………………………. . 
30.Why are artificial materials better than natural materials for making clothes? 
…………………………………………………………………………………. . 
Mr. Mustafa 

 



 

3- Reading Comprehension (20 Marks) 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
 

Once a wolf was lucky and happy to get hold of a nice dinner. He sat under a big tree and 
started to eat. He did not want to share his food with anyone else. He was eating so hurriedly 
that a small piece of bone got stuck in his throat. He tried to swallow. He tried to get the bone 
out. But nothing worked out. The bone won't move. He got afraid. "If I can't take the bone out, I 
can't eat. I will starve and die of hunger", he thought sadly and disappointedly. 
 

The wolf thought and thought suddenly he remembered the small white bird that lived 
nearby. He thought, "The bird has a long neck. She can reach and take out the bone". So, the 
wolf went to the bird and said, "Please take out the bone from my neck. I will reward you and 
pay well". The bird took out the bone and asked for her money. The wolf replied "Aren't you 
happy that you put your head into my mouth and got it  out safely? That is enough for you, 
Forget the money.” 
 
A) From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: (4 x 2½ = 10) 
 
23-The best title for this passage is ……………………………… 

a) A Clever Wolf                                                        b) A White Bird 
c) Delicious Dinner                                                    d) Rewarding the Bird 

 
24- The word hurriedly in (line 3) means ……………………….. 

a) happily                                                                   b) nicely 
c) slowly                                                                    d) quickly 

 
25- The underlined pronoun "it" in the second paragraph refers to …………........... 

a) The wolf's money                                                  b) The bird's head 
c) The bone                                                               d) The wolf's mouth 

 
26- The wolf has chosen the bird to help him because it is …………………..…….. 

a) small and has a long neck.                                    b) big and has a short neck. 
c) small and has a tinny head.                                   d) big and has a very tall neck. 

B: Answer these questions:  
 
27- How did the bird help the wolf? 
- …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
28- Why was the wolf afraid? 
- …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
29- What was the wolf's reward to the bird? 
- …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
30- Why did the wolf sit under the tree to eat? 
- …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Mr. Mustafa 
 
 
 



 
4-Reading Comprehension (20 marks ) 

 
Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 
 
        It is hard to imagine how certain products were invented. It turns out many of society's most 
well-known inventions were simply mistakes made by scientists trying to invent. No one could 
ever imagine that the flavoured potato chips and the morning best preferred breakfast, corn 
flakes, were accidentally introduced to the world's kitchen. 
           Potato chips were first meant to be a plate of fried potato. It was invented by George 
Crum, a chef at the Carey Moon Lake House. How was it created? One day a customer sent back 
his plate of potatoes many times and kept asking for them to be more fried and thinner. Crum 
lost his temper, sliced the potatoes extremely thin and fried them until they were hard as a rock. 
To the chef's surprise, the customer loved them and wanted more! 
          Corn flakes were invented by the Kellogg brothers, John and Will. They were trying to 
make pots of boiled grain. How was it created? The brothers accidentally left a pot of grain on 
the stove for several days. The mixture turned bad but there was something that was dry and 
thick. Through experimentation they removed the bad part and created corn flakes. Wouldn't it 
be nice if you could invent something by mistake? 
 
A)-Choose the best answers from a, b, c and d: ( 4 X 2½ = 10 marks) 
 
24. The most suitable title for the passage is …………… . 

a) Potato Chips       b) Chefs and scientists 
c) Accidental Discoveries     d) Morning Breakfast 

 
25. The underlined word " extremely " in line 8 means …………….. 

a) very        b) strangely  
c) accidentally       d) alternatively 

 
26. The underlined pronoun they in the third paragraph refers to ………………. . 

a) corn flakes       b) Kellogg brothers     
c) pots of grains                      d) several days 

27. The main idea of the last paragraph could be ……… ………….. . 
a) life of the Kellogg brothers     b) experimenting mixtures 

  c) cooking grains       d) how corn flakes were made 
 
B)-Answer the following questions : ( 4 X 2½ = 10 ) 
28. How were some products invented? 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
29. Why did chef, George Crum, get angry? 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 
30. Who invented corn flakes? 
……………………………………………………………………………. 
31. What happened to the grains left on the stove after several days? 
………………………………………………………………………………. 
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5- READING COMPREHENSION (20 MARKS) 
 
Read the following passage carefully and then answer the questions below: 
 
       Today you can find fast food restaurants in almost every big city. In some places you can 
stand in a line and get a beef burger in a paper bag, in others you can pick up a tray of fish, 
chicken, pizza or even Mexican or Chinese food, and in some fast food places you can even 
drive your car up to a window and place your order. A few minutes later, a worker passes you 
the food through the window and you can drive away and eat it in your car. 
In many big cities all over the world, fast food restaurants are open every day. But why do 
people prefer fast food restaurants to more comfortable restaurants where you can sit quietly at a 
table and watch the world go by?! 
                     Two things make fast food restaurants popular. Speed and price. People’s time is 
valuable. They do not want to waste a lot of time eating or preparing food. And prices are 
inexpensive. Because of large numbers of meals sold everyday costs are kept low. Many people 
think that fast foods are not healthy because they contain too much salt, carbohydrates and fats. 
        But one thing is sure, people everywhere prefer eating fast foods because they find it tasty 
and also economical way to eat. 
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : ( 4 X2½ = 10 m) 
 
23- The best title for this passage could be ……………… 

a- Big Restaurants       b- Fast Food 
c- Healthy Food       d- Kinds of Food 

 
24- The underlined " where " in the 2nd paragraph refers to …………............. 

a- fast food restaurants      b- big cities 
c- comfortable restaurants     d- homes 

 
25- The word “ contain” in 3rd paragraph means …………………………………….. 

a- take        b- put 
c- have        d- taste 

 
26-The main idea for the 3rd paragraph is …………………………………………… 

a- big cities all over the world     b- time is valuable for people 
c- eating quality in the restaurant    d- fast food restaurants are popular 

 
B) Answer the following questions : ( 4 X2½ = 10 m) 
 
27- How do people get food to eat in their cars? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
28- What makes fast food meals popular? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
29- Why do many people think that fast food is not healthy? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
30- Why do people everywhere prefer eating fast foods? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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6. READING COMPREHENSION ( 20 Marks ) 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 
            
 Polar bears will be extinct by  the end of the 21st century if the global warming continues. Temperatures 
are rising in the Arctic. It is the only place where polar bears are found. This change of nature is having 
a strong effect on the health and numbers of the world’s population of polar bears. 
 

     During the winter, polar bears live and hunt on the sea ice. They travel for many kilometers to catch 
their main food, which is the seal. Through the ice, they can feel the movement of a seal. They sit close 
to a hole in the ice and wait for the seal to come up for air. 
 

       In summer, as the ice melt, some bears return to the shore, fasting until the colder weather and sea 
ice return. Others continue to hunt. They swim in the icy water until they reach floating sea ice where 
they can wait for a seal. Bears who have been fasting all summer weigh less and are weak. They have 
lost too much of their fat, which is needed to keep them warm and as a source of energy. 
 

        Global warming has increased the temperature in the Arctic so much that the warmer weather 
comes sooner each year and it lasts longer .It has been predicted that by the end of this century there will 
be no sea ice left. As the temperature continues to rise the cold winter will be much shorter. 
 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : ( 4 X 2½ = 10 ) 
 
23) The best title for the passage could be…………………………… 

a. Polar Bears Life      b. The 21st Century summer 
c. Temperature of Arctic     d. The Four Seasons 

 
24) The underlined word ‘They ‘in the (2nd ) paragraph refers to………………… 

a. temperatures      b. seals 
c. numbers       d. polar bears 

 
25) The main idea of the (4th ) paragraph is …………………………… 

a The effects of global warming   b. The floating of sea ice 
c. The movement of seals in the ice   d. The number of polar bears 

 
26) The underlined word increased in the ( 4th ) paragraph means ……………………… 

a. get colder      b. get fatter 
c. get higher      d. get taller 

 

B) Answer the following questions : ( 4 X 2½ = 10 ) 
 

27)Why are temperatures rising in the Arctic ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
28) Where do polar bears live ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
29) What is the main food of polar bears? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
30) Why do some bears weigh less ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………… Mr. Mustafa ………………………………………………………………………………. 



 
7. Reading Comprehension (20 Marks) 

Read the following passage ,then answer the questions below: 
 
       Every year in late August or early September, there is a special festival in a little town called 
Hatch, in New Mexico, USA. The festival lasts for one weekend, and it celebrates chilli peppers, 
the most famous food in this area. Farmers grow chillies in late August or early September, the 
chillies are ready to be picked and eaten. Then everyone gets together and celebrates chilli. 
         You will know when you get close to Hatch, because you will smell the chillies cooking 
over fires. People eat chillies with everything! They eat them with meat, with vegetables and 
even with chocolate! Chilli chocolate is delicious. In town, there are chillies everywhere, in 
different colours, shapes and sizes. People decorate the buildings with chillies. They hang big 
bunches outside their houses. Some of them even cover their walls and roofs with chillies! 
Visitors come to the festival from all over the USA. There are traditional dances and you can 
watch cooking demonstrations, which show you how to make dishes with chillies. On both 
days, there are competitions. For example, there is a prize every year for a person who can eat 
the most chillies, and another prize for tying chillies into the biggest bunch. 
 
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (4x2 ½ =10) 
 
23. The suitable title for the passage is : 

a. Cooking Chillie      b. Food in Mexico  
c. Growing Chillies     d. Chilli Festival 

 
24. The meaning of the underlined word demonstrations in the 3rd paragraph is: 

a. shows       b. plays  
c. dances       d. prizes 

 
25. The underlined word them in the 2nd paragraph refers to: 

a. buildings       b. chillies  
c. houses       d. people 

 
26. You will know when you get close to Hatch because of the………………….. 

 a. colours of chillies     b. shapes of chillies 
 c. smell of chillies     d. sizes of chillies 

B) Answer the following questions. (4x2 ½ =10) 
 
27.Why does the Chilli Festival start in late August and early September? 
……………………………………………………………………………………. 
28. Where can you see chillies in the town? 
……………………………………………………………………………………. 
29.With what do people eat chillies in Hatch ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………. 
30. How can one win a prize in the famous Chilli Festival? 
……………………………………………………………………………………. 
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8. Reading Comprehension   (20 Marks) 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 
 
      Many people are born with a certain desire to know more. Those people usually become 
readers, researchers, scientists and even tourists. I, myself, was born a discoverer. I love reading 
and travelling. Both hobbies make me both find myself and enjoy life. Reading and travelling 
have introduced me to new ideas, to new facts of life and to many beliefs and values. But 
travelling and discovering new countries, new people and new customs is especially attractive to 
me. When I visit a new country, I learn something about the habits of its people, their language, 
their traditions, their folklore and beliefs. 
                  Travelling also can be quite expensive and sometimes a holiday can lose its benefits 
when something goes wrong. A few weeks ago I went to Cyprus. But instead of enjoying a week 
in the arms of nature, I spent the whole week between my hotel and Larnaca Airport. Do you 
know why? It was all because of a porter at Kuwait Airport who sent my bags to Cairo. My 
holiday was ruined and a lot of money was wasted because of a careless worker. I think that 
Kuwait Airways must give me another ticket to Cyprus with another week holiday on their 
expense. 
 
A) Choose the best completion from a), b), c) and d): (4×2½=10) 
 
23. The underlined pronoun “its” in line 8 refers to …………………… . 

a) reading       b) travelling 
  c) country       d) holiday 
 
24. The underlined word “porter” in line 11 means someone who …………………… . 

a) carries bags      b) steals thing  
c) wastes money      d) spends money 

 
25. The porter was a …………………… person. 

a) careful       b) careless 
c) clever       d) good 

 
26. The main idea of the second paragraph is …………………… . 

a) travelling is expensive    b) modern airports 
c) a spoiled holiday     d) beauty of nature 

 
B) Answer the following questions in reference to the passage: (4×2½=10) 
 
27. How are scientists and researchers alike? 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
28. Why does the writer like reading and travelling? 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
29. What should airways do in case of doing mistakes? 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
30. Where did the writer go for his holiday? 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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9-Reading Comprehension ( 20 marks ) 

  Read the following passage , then answer the questions below: 
 
                The harp is one of the oldest musical instruments. It is thought to be 5.000 years old. 
The earliest harps were found in Sumeria in 2.800 BC and were called the lyre or lyre-harp. 
The word "harp" means" to pluck" .This name was given to the instrument because it has strings 
which are plucked with fingers to make music. There are three basic kinds of harps- bowed, 
angled and framed. Most harps are played with fingertips. Some are played with the finger-nail 
.A harp has two arms .They are connected by a third piece at the top ,called the crossbar .The 
strings run from the top to the bottom and join at the crossbar. 
 
            The Sumerians held the harp vertically or straight. The Egyptians played it with the 
crossbar pointing away from their bodies. The Greeks believed that the first harp was made from 
the shells of a tortoise .In modern times ,the harp is still played in Africa and  Siberia. 
 
A)-Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d : (4×2½ = 10 ms) 
 
23- The best title for this passage could be …………………….. . 

a)The Egyptians      b) The Harp  
c) Music       d) The Sumerians 

 
24- The main idea of the 1st paragraph is ……………………………. 

a) What harps are made of    b) How harps are played 
c) Harps in old times     d) Harps in modern times 

 
25- The underlined pronoun they in the 2nd paragraph refers to …………… 

a) two arms       b) basic kinds  
c) most harps      d) fingertips 

 
26- The underlined word "connected" in the 2nd paragraph means ……………. 

a) believed       b) formed  
c) joined       d) pointed 

 
B)-With reference to the passage, answer the following questions: (4×2½ = 10 ms) 
 
27- Where were the first harps found ? 
…………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
28- Why was the harp given this name? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 
29- What are the main kinds of the harp mentioned in the passage? 
………………………………………………………………………………… 
30- How did the Egyptians use to play the harp? 
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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10-Reading Comprehension ( 20 marks ) 
 
Read the following letter then answer the questions below: 
 

     Martin Harris and his family live in an interesting house. It’s an eco-home. Eco homes don’t 
harm the environment. They use renewable energy. They don’t use fossil fuels like coal or oil, so 
they don’t use the planet’s resources or produce dangerous gases. 
 

     The eco home is in a hill in Wales, UK. It looks like a house in a film. Half of the house is 
underground. Martin and his family started building the house in March and moved in at the end 
of July. The house was very cheap to build. It has a wooden roof and wooden floors. It has stone 
and mud walls. There are solar panels on the roof that collect the sun’s light to make electricity 
for the lights, CD players and the computer. The family gets water from a spring and they burn 
wood to heat the house. 
 

       Martin and his wife, Lara, were working in a forest when they decided to build their eco 
house. They wanted to save energy and they thought their old house in the town is boring. They 
wanted to live somewhere different and they liked the idea of living near nature. Martin’s family 
loves their home because it helps the planet. They think eco homes are a great idea for everyone. 
 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d : ( 4 X 2½ = 10 ) 
 

23. A suitable title for the passage cab be ………………………………….…. 
a) Saving Energy        b ) Solar Energy 
c) An Eco Home        d ) Saving Water 

 

254. The word "solar" in the 2nd paragraph means………………………….…. 
a ) something related to the sun      b ) natural 
c ) clean energy        d ) boring 

 

25. The underlined word " they " in the 3rd paragraph refers to …….………… 
a) Martin’s family        b ) fuels 
c) lights         d ) walls 

 

26- The main idea in the 3rd paragraph is .............................. 
a- Wooden houses       b- Renewable energy 
c- How an eco-house looks like  d- How Martin and Lara thought of eco home 

 

B) Answer the following questions : ( 4 X 2½ = 10) 
 

27. Why are eco-homes environmentally friendly? 
- …………………………………………………………………………… 
28. How do Martin and his wife Lara get energy for their home? 
- …………………………………………………………………………… 
29. How long did building the eco home take? 
- …………………………………………………………………………… 
30- Based on the story, would you like to change your home? Why? Why not? 
- …………………………………………………………………………… 
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11-Reading Comprehension ( 20 marks ) 
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 
 

      Bicycles have a long, interesting history. The first bicycle was developed more than two 
hundred years ago. Early bicycles, however, did not look like today’s bikes.  
 

      One of the first bicycles was called the hobby horse. It was made of wood! People rode by 
pushing their feet along on the ground. Later, a bicycle that had wheels and metal tires was 
invented. . It was called the boneshaker. It was not comfortable. Inventors kept working to make 
bicycles more comfortable.  
 

    Next, the high wheeler was developed. It had a very big wheel in the front. It  was not easy to 
ride, because the rider sat high up on the bike. He could be badly hurt in a fall.  
 

      Then bicycles began to have two wheels that were the same size. Those bikes looked more 
like bicycles today. More than one hundred years ago, bicycles began to have rubber tires filled 
with air. That was a solution to the problem of the uncomfortable ride. The new tires made 
riding smoother. Today, children’s bicycles and racing bikes are popular. People ride bikes to 
get exercise. Cycling is safer than before.  
 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (4x 2½= 10 Marks) 
 

23) The best title for the passage could be…………………………… 
a. History of Bicycles      b. Bicycles in the past 
c. Safe Cycling       d. Bicycles Now 

 

24) The main idea of the (2nd) paragraph is …………………………… 
a. The high wheeler bikes     b. The hobby horse bicycle 
c. Bicycles with rubber tires     d. The big wheels bicycles 

 

25) The underlined word It  in the ( 3rd ) paragraph refers to…………………………… 
a. racing bike       b. wooden bike 

c. metal bicycle        d. high wheeler bikes 
 

26) The underlined word popular in the ( 4th ) paragraph means ………………………… 
a. unknown        b. fast 
c. famous        d. huge 

 

B) Answer the following questions: ( 4 X 2½= 10 Marks ) 
 

27) What was the problem with the boneshaker bicycle? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………..…….…… 
28) When was the first bicycle developed? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
29) What was the hobby horse bicycle made of ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………..…….……… 
30) Why do people ride bikes today? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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